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A BSTR A C T
Several experiments reported seeing evidence in their da ta  of a new particle, 
the strangeness +1 @+ pentaquark made of four quarks and an antiquark. In the 
first few chapters of this dissertation we study q4q systems within the framework 
of a constituent quark model. We describe the ©+ as a member of a spin-1 pen­
taquark antidecuplet. For both parity-odd, and parity-even 10 we derive useful 
decompositions of the quark model wave functions th a t allow for easy com putation 
of color-flavor-spin-orbital m atrix elements. We compute mass splittings within the 
antidecuplet including spin-color and spin-isospin interactions between constituents 
for parity-odd 10, and point out the im portance of hidden strangeness in rendering 
the nucleon-like states heavier than the S=1 state. We study parity-even 10 in an 
effective theory with dominant flavor-spin interactions tha t render certain parity- 
even states lighter than any pentaquark with all quarks in the spatial ground state. 
We predict strangeness —2 cascade pentaquarks (which are relatively immune to 
mixing) at ~  1906 MeV with a full width ~  3 times larger than  th a t of the ©+ 
in this framework. The wave function for the positive parity 0 + has a 5% over­
lap with the kinematically allowed final states, and naturally explains the observed 
narrowness of the state.
In this dissertation we also study noncommutative field theories with and with­
out supersymmetry. Specifically, we study phenomenology of Lorentz-conserving 
noncommutative QED developed by Carlson, Carone, and Zobin. We obtain bounds 
on the energy scale of noncommutativity Ajvc by calculating modifications to Mpller 
scattering, Bhabha scattering, e+e~ —> n +ji~ and e+e“ —► 7 7 , and comparing our 
results to LEP 2 data. We find tha t Anc  > 160 GeV at 95% confidence level. We 
also make predictions for what may be seen in future collider experiments.
We also present a way to extend the discussion of nontrivial commutators to 
include nontrivial anticomm utation relations among spinor coordinates 6 and 6 in 
J\f =  1 superspace. We present a consistent algebra for the supercoordinates, 
and find a star-product. We give the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian L w z  within our 
model. It is manifestly Hermitian, with Lorentz-invariant modifications due to 
non(anti)commutativity.
xii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In this dissertation we study and present results on two separate topics. The 
first several chapters focus on studying pentaquarks within constituent quark mod­
els. These studies are motivated by relatively recent announcements by a number 
of laboratories about an evidence of a strangeness +1 baryon [l]-[7] with a mass 
1540 MeV and a narrow decay width. Such a sta te  cannot be a 3-quark baryon 
made from known quarks, and it is natural to  interpret it as a pentaquark state, 
tha t is, as a sta te  made from four quarks and one antiquark, qAq. We study the 
consequences of describing the 0 + within the context of conventional constituent 
quarks models. We obtain interesting results th a t might help us understand the 
nature of the observed narrowness of this exotic baryon, and also predict masses 
and decay widths of other exotic partners of ©+ .
The second half of this dissertation is devoted to studying noncommutative 
field theories. The topic of noncommutative field theories (N CFT’s) studied in this 
dissertation is relatively young, but has over a decade history of theoretical studies 
by now. Theoretical models with an underlying noncommutative space-time alge­
bra were considered, for example, when offering ways to solve some long standing
2
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3theoretical problems, such as the electroweak unification and the quantization of 
gravity [8]-[13]. The interest in recent years in theories with an underlying non­
commutative space-time structure was revived after it has been shown in a series of 
famous papers [14]-[16] th a t noncommutative space-time coordinates arise naturally 
from string theory in a low energy limit. Our studies focus on phenomenological 
consequences of noncommutative space-time on QED and QCD. Also, in one of the 
chapters we will study a way of implementing noncommutativity in supersymmetric 
field theories.
1.1 Quark m odel view of the pentaquarks
Baryon resonances with strangeness quantum  number S  =  +1 tha t cannot 
be formed by three quarks have a long history. The possibility of having five- 
quark states was a subject of investigation since the late 1960s. Two possible exotic 
isoscalar baryon resonances Zo(1780), and Z0(1865) were noted in the Particle D ata 
Group (PDG) listings in 1986 [17]. The evidence of the existence for these two 
exotic baryons was reviewed to  be poor by PDG, and the summary of the S  = +1 
baryon resonance searches has been dropped from the PDG listings.
In early 2003 LEPS Collaboration a t SPring-8 facility in Japan reported finding 
evidence for a narrow S  =  +1 baryon resonance [1] 1 in photoproduction from the 
neutron. They studied the j n  —> K +K ~ n  reaction on 12C by measuring both K + 
and K ~  a t forward angles. A sharp baryon resonance peak was observed at 1540±10 
MeV with a width smaller than  25 MeV/ c2 in the K ~  missing mass spectrum shown 
in Fig. 1.1. Fig. 1.1 a) shows the K + missing mass distribution corrected for the 
Fermi motion. The clear peak is due to A(1520) production in 7 +  p —> K +K —>
lrT. Nakano reported  [2] prelim inary results of th is d a ta  analyses during PaNic02 conference 
held in Osaka, Jap an  from Septem ber 30 to  O ctober 4 2002.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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FIG. 1.1: 0 +  from LEPS [1],
K +K ~ p  reaction. This peak does not exist when proton rejection cut is applied 
(signal sample represented by the solid line). This indicates th a t the signal sample 
is dominated by events produced by reactions on neutrons. Fig. 1.1 b) shows the 
corrected K ~  missing mass distribution of the signal sample, with a prominent peak 
a t 1.554 G eV /c2. This measurement reported a statistical significance of 4.6 ±  l.Ocr 
with only ~  19 events above the background. Note th a t because the target neutron 
is bound in carbon, the K ~  missing mass spectrum was corrected for the Fermi 
motion of nucleons in 12 C.
The DIANA Collaboration a t ITEP reported about their observation [3] of a 
resonant enhancement of the K °p  effective mass spectrum in the charge-exchange 
reaction K +X e  —> K °pXe '.  The mass of the resonance is centered at M  = 1539 ±  2 
M eV/c2, with width T <  9 M eV /c2. Fig. 1.2 a) from [3] shows the effective mass of 
the K °p  system formed in the reaction K +X e  —> K °pX e '  for all measured events. 
Fig. 1.2 b) shows K °p  effective mass distribution for events th a t pass additional 
selections aimed at suppressing proton and K °  reinteractions in the nuclear medium.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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FIG. 1.2: ©+ from DIANA [3].
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FIG. 1.3: 0 +  from CLAS [4],
The statistical significance of the enhancement is near 4.4<r with only ~  29 events 
above the background.
The CLAS collaboration a t JLab studied the exclusive measurement of the 
reaction j d  —> K +K~p(n),  where the final state neutron is reconstructed from the 
missing momentum and energy. CLAS collaboration reported [4] an observation of 
a narrow peak in the K +n  invariant mass spectrum tha t can be attribu ted  to an 
exotic baryon with strangeness S  =  +1. The peak is at 1542 ±  5 M eV /c2 with a 
measured width of 21 M eV/c2. Fig. 1.3 shows invariant mass of the n K + system, 
with a sharp peak at the mass of 1.542 G eV /c2. The dotted curve is the shape of the 
simulated background, and the dash-dotted histogram shows the spectrum of events 
associated with A(1520) production. The statistical significance of the JLab result 
is 5.2 ±  0.6a with ~  43 events above the background. In this study all particles but
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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FIG. 1.4: Antidecuplet of pentaquarks from chiral soliton model [18].
n  were measured, so there was no need to  correct for Fermi motion.
Note th a t in all three experiments mentioned above, the cited narrow width is 
an upper limit determined by experimental resolutions.
The studies performed by LEPS Collaboration were motivated in part by the 
work of Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov (DPP) [18], who studied the antidecuplet 
of five-quark baryons with spin-parity J p  =  | + using the chiral soliton model. D PP 
suggested tha t the nucleon resonance Pn(1710) must be a member of the pentaquark 
antidecuplet 10, giving the lowest mass member of the 10 called 0 + a mass of ~  1530 
M eV/c2, and a width of less then 15 M eV /c2. In this model 0 + has a spin 1/2, 
positive parity, isospin 0, and strangeness quantum  number S  = +1 with quark 
content uudds. The antidecuplet modeled in [18] is shown in Fig. 1.4. Although [18] 
has been criticized [19, 20], it advanced the field by predicting a narrow pentaquark 
only 10 MeV away from the mass of the experimental candidate for ©+ .
The exotic baryon resonance observed in the above mentioned [l]-[4], and 
several other experiments [5]-[7] does have a strangeness S  = + 1, and a positive 
charge, but the parity, spin and isospin of the experimental state are currently
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8unknown. Regarding the isospin, a 0 ++ signal has been sought and not found [5], 
so tha t the ©+ appears to  be isoscalar and hence a member of a pentaquark flavor 
antidecuplet. More recently, the NA49 Collaboration [21] has reported a narrow 
£S“ (1860) baryon with S  =  — 2 and quark content dsdsu , together with evidence 
for its isoquartet partner at the same mass.
There are a number of pre-discovery theoretical studies of pentaquarks [18, 
19],[22]—[28], some including heavy quarks in the pentaquark state [29]—[31]. Since 
the 0 + discovery, there have been a flurry of papers studying pentaquark properties 
in constituent quark models [32]—[40], other aspects of pentaquarks in soliton mod­
els [20], [41]—[44], production of pentaquarks, including in heavy ion collisions [45]— 
[51], non-observance of pentaquarks in earlier hadronic experiments [52]—[54], pen­
taquarks in the large N c limit [55], and other pentaquark topics [56] [60]. A m ajority 
of the theoretical papers, including all the chiral soliton papers, treat the sta te  as 
positive parity. A minority, including one of our earlier studies presented in Chapter 
2 [39], have considered the possibility of negative parity [60]. All theory papers, to 
our knowledge, consider the ©+ to be spin-1/ 2.
The photoproduction and the pion-induced production cross sections of the 0 + 
were studied in [61]—[63]. It was shown in both cases th a t the production cross 
sections for a negative parity 0 + are much smaller than  those for the positive par­
ity sta te  (for a given 0 + width). In Ref. [61]—[63], results for the ©+ production 
cross section in photon-proton reactions were compared with estimates of the cross 
section based on data  obtained by the SAPHIR Collaboration [5], and odd-parity 
pentaquark states were argued to be disfavored.
Before discussing our work, we would like to note also the correlated-quark 
approach developed by Jaffe and Wilczek [38], and Karliner and Lipkin [33]. In [38] 
it is proposed tha t the four quarks of qAq system are bound into two spin-zero, color, 
and flavor 3 diquarks. The diquarks are regarded as composite bosons in a relative
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9P-wave, giving the spin-1/2 q4q state an overall positive parity. Karliner and Lipkin 
suggested a model [33] for a strange pentaquark dividing the system into two color 
non-singlet clusters, a ud  diquark and a uds triquark, where the quark components 
are chosen such th a t the pairs of identical flavor are separated. In this model the 
diquark and the triquark are separated by a distance larger than  the range of the 
color magnetic force and are kept together by the color electric force. In this model, 
too, the spin and parity of the ©+ are J p — | + . In both [38] and [33] the interquark 
interactions are assumed to act only within each cluster, bu t are not felt between 
quarks in different clusters. We must note th a t there is no model in the literature 
yet, which would yield the dynamics of such binding.
In the following subsections we will introduce our studies of pentaquarks within 
the constituent quark model.
1.1.1 N egative parity pentaquarks
In this subsection we introduce our studies of pentaquarks within the con­
stituent quark model when all 5 quarks are in the same spatial wave function. The 
©+ made this way has negative parity. We trea t it as a member of flavor antide­
cuplet with spin 1/ 2, because when all quarks are in the ground spatial state, the 
lightest ©+ , at least by elementary estimates, is an isosinglet with spin 1/ 2.
For the negative parity pentaquark 0 + we calculate mass splittings and decays 
of the full antidecuplet 10 by considering spin-color, and spin-isospin pairwise inter­
actions between quarks. In doing this calculation it is useful to present the 0 + wave 
function by building a q4 state from two pairs of quarks, and then combining it with 
the q. In order to get the color-flavor-spin quantum  numbers of q'\ first note tha t 
the antiquark is always 3 in color. Thus, we know immediately tha t the remaining 
four-quark q4 state must be a color 3. There are several possibilities for the flavor
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
part of q4 sta te  th a t can in general be either a 3, 6 , 15m , or 15s (where S  and 
M  refer to  symmetry and mixed symmetry under quark interchange, respectively). 
Since in our model ©+ is an isosinglet, and so a member of a flavor antidecuplet, the 
flavor of the q4 sta te  must be a 6 . This is the only choice th a t when combined with 
3 antiquark yields an antidecuplet. Finally, the spin of the q4 state can be either 0 
or 1 if the to tal spin of the state  is 1/2. However, it is not difficult to show th a t any 
state constructed with the correct quantum  numbers using the spin-zero q4 wave 
function will be antisymmetric under the combined interchange of the two quarks 
in the first pair with the two quarks in second pair; this is inconsistent with the 
requirement th a t four-quark state  be antisymmetric under interchange of individual 
quarks. Thus the color-flavor-spin quantum  numbers of the q4 state are fixed
|(C ,F ,S ))?4 =  |(3 ,6 ,1 )) . (1.1)
Then we consider the possible quark pair combinations tha t can provide a (3, 6 ,1) 
four-quark state. We, of course, require to tal antisymmetry of q4 wave function, 
which fixes the relative coefficients between different terms in the wave function. 
We obtain the following result for the properly normalized state,
|( 1 ,1 0 ,1/2)) =  ^ 1 ( 3 ,  6 , 1)(3, 6 ,1))
+  -^ = ( |(6 ,6 ,0 ) (3 ,6 ,1 ) )  +  |(3 ,6 ,1 )(6 ,6 ,0 )))  (1-2)
- i ( | ( 6 , 3 , l ) ( 3 , 3 ,0 ) )  +  |(3 ,3 ,0 ) (6 ,3 ,l) ) )  ,
where we have suppressed the quantum  numbers of the antiquark, (3,3,1/2), which 
are the same in each term. It is also understood th a t on the r.h.s each term  is 
combined to (3, 6 ,1). This result is presented in more explicit form in Chapter 2.
It is often convenient for calculational purposes to have a decomposition of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
pentaquark wave function in terms of the quantum  numbers of the first three quarks, 
and of the remaining quark-antiquark pair. Using the same approach as above, we 
obtain:
|(1,TO, 1/2)) =  | | ( 1 , 8 ,1 /2 )(1 , 8 ,0)) +  ^ | ( 1 , 8 ,1 /2 )(1 , 8 ,1))
-  ^  1(8,8 , 3 /2 )(8 ,8 , 1)) +  | | ( 8 , 8 , l / 2)(8 , 8 , 0)) (1-3)
+  ^ | ( 8 , 8 , 1/ 2)(8 , 8 , 1)) .
Here the first three quantum  numbers in each term  on the r.h.s. describe the q3 
state, and the other three describe the qq state. They are, of course, combined to 
a |(1 , 10 ,1 /2 )) to match the left hand side. One may construct other antidecuplet 
wave functions by application of SU(3) and isospin raising and lowering operators.
From decomposition (1.3) we can easily compute overlaps with states composed 
of physical octet baryons and mesons. For example, the first term  in Eq. (1.3) may 
be decomposed for 0 + quantum  numbers as
|(1, 8 , 1/2)(1, 8 ,0)) =  -±=(pK° -  n K +) . (1.4)
Thus we find a 25% overlap between negative parity ©+ and N K .  This will effect 
the rate of the “break-apart” decay mode 0 + —► N K +. Thus, if the observed 0 + 
state has a negative parity, its small width ( < 2 1  MeV) does not originate with 
small group theoretic factors in the quark model wave function.
We make another interesting observation by computing the expectation value 
of Sh =  YLi I 1 1 where S) is the strangeness of the i th constituent. This gives us 
the average number of quarks in the state with either strangeness +1 or —1. For 
members of pentaquark antidecuplet jV5, S 5, and E5 th a t have strangeness 0 ,-1  and
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—2 respectively, we find tha t the non-strange member of the 10 is heavier than the 
0 + because it has, on average, m s/ 3 more mass from its constituent strange and 
antistrange quarks.
In Chapter 2 we also calculate the mass splittings in the antidecuplet by consid­
ering spin-color, and spin-isospin interactions. Note th a t in case of spin-color inter­
actions the s-quark mass is the only source of the SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking. 
For this case we obtain equal mass splittings within the antidecuplet. We compute 
these splittings within the framework of the MIT bag model [64, 65], using the orig­
inal version for the sake of definiteness, including effects of single gluon exchange 
interactions between the constituents. If we use the measured values for the @+ 
mass M (0 +) fa 1542 MeV, we find the following estimate of the spectrum
M (ps) =  1594 MeV , M (S 5) =  1646 MeV , Af(S5) =  1698 MeV . (1.5)
The mass splittings in the Skyrme model [18] were about 180 MeV between each 
level of the decuplet (with the 0 + still the lightest). These are considerably larger 
splittings than  we find in a constituent quark model with splittings from strange 
quark masses and from color-spin interactions.
We estim ate the width T_ of negative parity 0 + from
where M , m  and p  are the masses of the 0 + , the final state baryon and the 
meson, respectively, c_ is the dimensionless spin-flavor-color-orbital overlap fac­
tor (c_ =  1/4 from (1.3)), and is an effective meson-baryon coupling constant,
T
( 1.6)
Cej f ( f u l l  overlap) =  g _ N K ^Q +. Applying the rules of naive dimensional analysis
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(NDA) [66], one estimates th a t g_ ~  47r, up to order one factors. We then find
T_ «  1.1 G eV /c2. (1.7)
Using published phenomenological and theoretical hyperon couplings it was shown [67] 
tha t —3.90 ^  gKAN/V^n  ^  —1.84. We choose a value in the middle of this interval 
for g_ to find another estim ate for T_. We estim ate the width of negative parity ©+ 
for g_ = 2.9\ / 47r to be 0.71 G eV /c2. For another view of how to handle the 
0 + to NK overlap see paper by Hosaka et al. [68]. Their numerical results are rather 
similar to  ours. Thus, we see th a t the value of the decay width of negative parity 
spin-1/2 ©+ presented in Eqn. (1.7) can vary up to  factor of 2, but it is still not 
compatible with the narrow decay width of the experimentally observed candidate 
for 0 + pentaquark.
The above very large numerical result for the width of negative parity 0 + is 
encouraging for looking for a quark model scenario th a t would give a positive parity 
for 0 + .
1.1.2 Predictions for a positive parity 0 +
Here we introduce our studies of pentaquarks with positive parity, and how a 0 + 
with J p =  | + emerges as the lightest state in the context of the constituent quark 
model. We discuss an approach in which positive parity of the state is a consequence 
of the quark-quark pairwise potential and the chosen symmetry structure of the 
flavor-spin wave function.
A familiar example of this type is found in studies of three-quark baryons [69]. 
In [69] it is shown tha t in an effective theory where the dominant interaction is 
flavor-spin dependent, the level ordering of the first excited positive and negative 
parity states is reproduced correctly. In particular, the dram atic problem th a t is
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FIG . 1.5: T he color-orbital, and flavor-spin representations of a qA system  giving the 
m ost a ttrac tiv e  flavor-spin exchange interaction.
solved is the level ordering of the positive parity S-state excitation N*(1440), and the 
lightest spin-1 negative parity resonance N*(1535). We also note th a t the color-spin 
interactions fail in this regard [70].
A key feature of the flavor-spin interaction is th a t it is most attractive for states 
th a t have the most symmetric flavor-spin wave functions. We shall describe the 0 + 
in the flavor-spin framework as the q4q state, where the q4 component has maximal 
flavor-spin symmetry.
L et’s consider a situation when all four quarks are in orbital 5-states ([S'4] 
state). To get a color singlet q4q state, the q4 must be in a color 3 state, which for a 
four-quark is a mixed symmetry state. Then, because all four quarks are in the same 
spatial state, of necessity the flavor-spin state must also be of mixed symmetry.
L et’s also consider a case when one quark is in a P  state, and three are in S- 
states {S'41’ state). Then one can have a mixed symmetry spatial state, and a color 
orbital state tha t is totally antisymmetric. This will result in a totally symmetric 
flavor-spin wave-function, and therefore the most attractive flavor-spin exchange in­
teraction. These color, orbital, flavor and spin representations are shown in Fig. 1.5. 
Note th a t in constructing the totally symmetric flavor-spin wave-function, the fla­
vor sta te  of q4 must be a 6 , which is the only possibility tha t when combined with
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antiquark in flavor 3 will give a 10, and an isosinglet 0 +.
The one unit of orbital angular momentum, and the intrinsic negative parity of 
the antiquark give the positive parity of the 0 + .
We thus see th a t the presence of a P -sta te  allows for a more rather then less 
symmetric r/4 flavor-spin wave-function. We estim ate the advantage of this configu­
ration by assuming, for concreteness, th a t quarks are bound in a harmonic oscillator 
potential, and assuming the dominance of flavor-spin exchange interactions between 
quarks in an effective theory. If the interaction has exact SU(3)/.- flavor symmetry 
(which we do not assume later), for the mass difference between spin-0 [S'4] state, 
and spin-1 [S 3P ] state we find
56
M { S3P) -  M ( S 4) = hu}~ — Cx «  -3 1 0  MeV . (1.8)
o
fno is the I P  IS  level splitting of a harmonic oscillator potential. In getting the 
numerical result in (1.8), we estim ated 2huj from the nucleon-Roper mass differ­
ence; the coefficient Cx is fixed by the nucleon-A(1232) mass splitting. Thus, the 
pentaquark state with an S 3P  four-quark state is the lightest by a wide margin.
In our studies presented in Chapter 3 [71] we use the experimentally measured 
mass for the 0 + candidate (1542 M eV /c2), and give predictions for the masses of 
other members of the antidecuplet in an effective theory with dominant flavor-spin 
exchange interactions. We include flavor SU(3)i? breaking effects in operator coef­
ficients, and in the quark masses. We write the isospin-conserving, spin dependent 
interaction as
7
A M  =  —Csi  ^ ( r f f ) Q  • {ra)p -  C 4 7  2^ ( A l f 7 ) a  • ( A V ) ^  -  C8 ^ ( A 8 c r ) „  • (Xs a) p .
a < 0  a < 0 ,i= 4 a < 0
(1.9)
where the sum is over all qq and qq pairs (o,/3), the <r0 are Pauli spin matrices
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for quark or antiquark a, AFa are flavor Gell-Mann matrices, and r la are the isospin 
matrices for quark a, the same as A  ^ for * =  1,2,3. F itting our operator coefficients, 
a mean multiplet mass, and a strangeness mass contribution to the masses of the 
ground state octet and decuplet baryons, we then predict mass splittings in the 
parity even pentaquark antidecuplet.
We stress th a t the mass and decay predictions of the strangeness —2 cascade 
states are the most reliable due to the absence of substantial mass mixing with 
nearby states. We predict th a t M (S 5) =  1906 M eV /c2, with a full width approxi­
mately 2.8 times larger than th a t of the 0 +. The experimentally measured mass of 
the candidate for is ~  1860 M eV/c2, with w idth T < 18 M eV/c2 [21].
Perhaps the most interesting result in our studies [71] of pentaquarks within 
the framework of dominant flavor-spin exchange interactions is the small ~  5% spin- 
flavor-color-orbital overlap probability for fall-apart decays of 0 + to  kinematically 
allowed final states. Following the same analyses described at the end of previous 
subsection, we find for the decay width T+ of the positive parity ©+
r + tv 4.4 M eV/c2 . (1.10)
We find another estimate for the width r + of the positive parity ©+ by choosing 
g + = 2.9v /47r using estimates for Q k a n  from [67], as we did for the negative parity 
case. We estimate the width of positive parity 0 + in this case to be pz 3 M eV/c2.
Thus, the narrow width of the experimental candidate for ©+ can naturally 
be explained in terms of small group theoretic overlap factors in the framework 
discussed in our studies, even without further damping from the disparate radii of 
the initial and final decay states.
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In this section we will introduce some basic ideas used when dealing with non­
commutative field theories. Then we will introduce our studies and results presented 
in the second half of this dissertation regarding noncommutative field theories with 
and without supersymmetry.
1.2.1 N oncom m utative Space-Tim e
One of the earliest discussions of possible deformation of structure of space-time 
by consideration of nontrivial commutators of operators of space-time coordinates 
can be found in a paper by Snyder th a t dates back to 1947 [72]. Snyder assumed 
in his paper th a t the space-time coordinate operators are covariant under Lorentz 
transformations, an assumption, which is obviously true for the canonical continuum 
space-time. Then he exploited the idea th a t a space-time with a smallest unit of 
length, tha t is a discrete space-time, also satisfies the above assumption. In [72] 
an explicit representation was worked out for space-time coordinates th a t satisfy an 
algebra of the following form,
[a^, x 1'] = a©Ml/, (1.11)
where a is the smallest unit of length. From the assumption tha t x , y, z  are Hermitian 
operators of the form derived in [72], it was pointed out tha t each of them has a 
spectrum consisting of the characteristic values m a, where m  is a triple of integers 
tha t can be positive, negative, or zero. The operator t th a t corresponds to the 
time coordinate t has a continuous spectrum extending from minus infinity to plus 
infinity. The spectrum of each of the operators tha t satisfy (1.11) is infinitely 
degenerate. We will return to the discussion of Snyder’s space-time algebra (1.11)
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later in this section, when we discuss Lorentz-invariant QED based on a contracted 
version of algebra (1.11).
Another interesting model with ” quantum ” space-time structure was suggested 
by Doplicher, Fredenhagen, and Roberts (DFR) [12, 13], which was motivated by 
semiclassical arguments pertaining to classical gravity. DFR point out th a t com­
bining Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle with Einstein’s theory of classical gravity 
leads to  the conclusion th a t ordinary space-time loses any operational meaning be­
low the Planck scale. DFR elaborated on a well known remark th a t attem pts to 
localize space-time events with extreme precision cause gravitational collapse. In 
order to understand this remark le t’s consider the following arguments [12, 13].
Assume th a t one performed a very accurate measurement of the space-time 
coordinates of a testing particle, up to uncertainties A x ° , . . . ,  A x3. Then this would 
cause an uncertainty in momentum of the order 1 /a  (in natural units h =  c = G =  1), 
a = m in  (A xM), /i = 0 , . . . ,  3. An energy of the order e =  1 /a  is transferred to the 
particle during the measurement, assuming th a t it is performed in a regime where the 
rest mass of the testing particle is negligible with respect to e. Thereby a state is gen­
erated which at some time is localized in space with accuracies A x1, A x2, A x3, and 
has an energy-momentum tensor 7),,,, with to tal energy e. The energy-momentum 
tensor generates a gravitational field, which should be determined from Ein­
stein’s equations for the metric rj^u,
R/ip — =  8-yrT/y (1.12)
The more precise the measurement of coordinates is, the smaller is the uncertainty 
AxA and the stronger will be the gravitational field generated by the measurement. 
If this field becomes as strong as to trap  photons, and prevent other signals as well 
from leaving the region of localization, events under study would be put out of the
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reach of observation. In their papers [12, 13] DFR adopted the criterion th a t as a 
result of a localization of an event in space-time, the energy momentum tensor 
should not generate a gravitational field so strong as to have the effect of giving rise 
to  black hole formation. Thus D FR came to the restriction on A a^ ’s, preventing 
them  from being simultaneously arbitrarily small.
DFR took space-time uncertainty relations as a motivation when postulating 
the commutation relations of space-time coordinates. They had to satisfy the follow­
ing three criteria: a) the commutation relations should imply the already established 
uncertainty relations; b) they should be Poincare covariant; and c) the commutators 
should vanish in the large scale limit. Thus the quantum  deviations of space-time 
from its classical structure should appear only a t the small distance scales. The 
large scale structure of quantum  space time should be the same as for the usual 
Minkowski space.
For the commutators of self-adjoint coordinate operators x 11 D FR wrote
[x^x"] = iQ T .  (1.13)
Here Q^u is an antisymmetric tensor, and is in the same algebra with x tl. For 
the full DFR algebra, and the restrictions put on in their model see [12, 13]. 
Thus, we saw th a t DFR came to formulating the deformed algebra of space-time 
coordinates by considering the general principle of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relations 
and Einstein’s theory of classical gravity.
D FR also made some steps toward formulating QFT over the quantum  space­
time (QST) described in their papers [12, 13]. First attem pts in the literature 
toward formulating a standard model of particle physics on noncommutative space­
time were made by Connes and collaborators [8]-[l 1].
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N oncom m utativity from String Theory
The interest in noncommutative field theories in recent years has grown due 
to  a series of well-known papers in string theory [14]-[16], where it was shown tha t 
noncommutative space-time arises naturally when considering open strings in a low 
energy limit propagating in the presence of an antisymmetric constant background 
field B ^ . The background field discussed in string theory is directly related to the 
noncommutativity param eter appearing in the right hand side of the com mutator 
[x/ix1'] ,
[x^xQ = 2ina’((l -  B 2)~1B y v =  (1.14)
where a'  is the string tension. Thus, by setting the background field to zero, one 
recovers the canonical commutative space-time.
Note the following im portant difference between commutators in (1.13) and 
in (1.14). Q appearing on the right hand side of (1.13) is a tensor th a t is in 
the same algebra with xM, while the 0^" on the right hand side of (1.14) is just 
a c-number. Field theories with an underlying noncommutative space-time alge­
bra with a c-number 0 /liy suffer from Lorentz violating effects and are severely con­
strained [73]-[81] by a variety low energy experiments [82]-[89]. This is a consequence 
of 0 ° ! and EijkO1-’ defining preferred directions in a given Lorentz frame. In subsec­
tion 1.2.3 we will discuss how one can obtain limits on the deformation param eter 
0 ^  from clock comparison experiments.
On the other hand the noncommutative algebras presented by Snyder [72], 
and by DFR [12, 13] are Lorentz invariant. Carlson, Carone, and Zobin (CCZ) [90] 
showed how one can formulate a Lorentz invariant noncommutative QED (NCQED) 
th a t is based on a contracted Snyder algebra, which incidentally has the same Lie 
algebra as DFR tha t is free from Lorentz violating effects. In subsection 1.2.4 we 
will briefly introduce the NCQED formulated by CCZ, and discuss the consequences,
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worked out by the present author and collaborators [91], on QED phenomenology 
from noncommutativity. We will also present bounds on the noncom mutativity scale 
tha t we obtained form existing collider experiments performed a t LEP.
Supersymmetric field theories with underlying deformed supersymmetry alge­
bra have been a subject of discussion, too. Recently Ooguri and Vafa [92] consid­
ered a deformation of J\f — 1 supersymmetric gauge theory in four dimensions, with 
spinor variable 9 satisfying a Clifford-like algebra. The authors show in [92] th a t in 
a low energy limit of string theory a selfdual constant graviphoton background F a/5 
deforms the superspace geometry, making spinor coordinates 6a nonanticommuting. 
The anti-selfdual part F°'j was set to zero, which is only possible in Euclidean space.
Motivated by [92] Seiberg developed a noncommutative supersymmetry algebra, 
taking non-anticommuting O’s as a starting point, while 0’s were kept anticommut- 
ing [93]. This too is possible in Euclidean space only. We will discuss the N = l / 2  
supersymmetric theory in Euclidean space offered by Seiberg in subsection 1.2.5, 
and will study a way th a t we offer to extend the discussion of non-anticommuting 
spinor variables to  Minkowski superspace.
In the following subsection we will introduce a method th a t is being used when 
working with functions of noncommuting coordinates.
1.2.2 The M oyal-W eyl Star Product
Usually, the way one works with functions of noncommuting coordinates is by 
employment of Weyl’s quantization procedure. Weyl’s procedure associates with an 
algebra of noncommuting coordinates an algebra of functions of commuting variables 
with a deformed product, th a t we call a star product. In all physics applications 
of the quantization procedure those variables are eventually identified with physical 
observables. A description of such a procedure may be found, for example, in
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Moyal’s paper [94], In his paper Moyal was studying phase-space distributions of 
complete sets of dynamical variables, which do not always commute with each other 
in general. One might argue th a t such distributions do not exist [95], because of the 
impossibility of measuring non-commuting observables simultaneously. However, it 
is possible in principle to  form operators G  corresponding to functions G(r,s)  of non­
commuting observables (note th a t r  and s themselves are just commuting c-numbers, 
while their corresponding operators do not commute) [94], The expectation value 
of G  in any given state ip is then given by the scalar product (ip, G ip). Then, as 
Moyal suggests in his paper, the joint distribution of r  and s can be reconstructed 
from a set of such expectation values.
The ground work for associating an operator with a classical function of or­
dinary variables in the framework of canonical quantization was established by H. 
Weyl back in 1929 [96].
Let’s now consider a set of operators x 1 th a t do not commute. Also assume, 
tha t x l along with their commutators define an associative algebraic structure,
[x^,xu] = i 9 ^ ,  (1.15)
where 6,w — — (9'y/i is a c-number 2.
Also, consider
ip(x) = ip(xl , ■ ■ ■ , x n), (1.16)
which is an element of the algebra, and is itself an operator. Fields on noncommu­
tative spaces are just elements of a noncommutative algebra.
Using the prescriptions described by Weyl and Moyal, one can associate an 
element of the noncommutative algebra with a function /  of classical commuting
2 N ote th a t for w hat follows th e  choice of 0%i  €  C is not a  necessity, b u t a choice m ade for
sim plicity of discussion. A m ore general case will be considered in section 1.2.4
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variables x 1, - •• , x n [97]. Thus, one defines an operator W ( f )  associated with func­
tion /  as [98]
w(/)= ( 2 ^ / ‘™e,M‘T(*)’ (L17)
where f { k )  is the Fourier transform of the function f i x 1, • • • , x n),
/(*) =( 2 < 118>
(1.17), and (1.18) give a unique prescription for replacing variables x  in /  with 
the operator x. The multiplication of operators obtained from (1.17) will give new 
operators. Then, one requires th a t these new operators also be associated with 
classical functions via the same prescription. T hat is, one requires tha t if h = 
W ( f ) W ( g ) ,  then
h — W (h)  = W ( f * g ) .  (1.19)
The requirement stated  in (1.19) is a defining equation for the star product. The
star product is defined in such a way th a t ( /  * g){x) yields a representation of
the noncommutative algebra. For the noncommutative algebra described by (1.15), 
from (1-19) one obtains the well-known result for the Moyal-Weyl star product,
i f  * g)ix)  =  f i x )  exp Q  d d  ^  g(x)  (1.20)
Thus the multiplication rule has to be modified between two functions f { x )  
and g{x) of commuting variables in order to reflect the underlying noncommutative 
algebraic structure of operators x. In section 1.2.4, we will present a more general 
expression for the star product obtained in [90] by CCZ, for the case when the right 
hand side of com mutator given in (1.15) is no longer a c-number 0'"J. bu t is a tensor 
0IUJ, which is part of the noncommutative algebra.
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1.2.3 Bounds on noncom m utativity from N C Q C D
Theories formulated on noncommutative space-time with an antisymmetric c- 
number 9,u' on the right hand side of the com m utator (1.15) suffer from the ap­
pearance of Lorentz-violating operators. These theories are severely constrained 
by low-energy tests of Lorentz invariance. Carlson, Carone, and Lebed obtained a 
stringent bound on the space-time noncommutativity scale by finding some inter­
esting effects th a t appeared a t the one loop level in the well-defined generalization 
of QCD formulated on noncommutative space-time in their paper [77]. They have 
computed the most dangerous, Lorentz-violating operator th a t is generated through 
radiative corrections. CCL studied in detail the phenomenological implications of 
the Lorentz-violating operator 9,luqatlvq, where q is the quark field. Thus 9,w is 
coupled to the quark spin. It was pointed out by Mocioiu et al. [73], th a t this cou­
pling should generate an additional, magnetic-field-independent contribution to the 
nucleon Larmor frequency. For 9PiV spacelike, the operator acts like a a ■ B
interaction. Thus this interaction has the signature of a constant magnetic field of 
a fixed direction. Its consequences can be searched through precise measurements 
of sidereal variation of the magnetic field. This was done, for example, by observing 
sidereal variation in the in the magnitude of hyperfine splitting in atoms in clock 
comparison experiments [87]. These experiments suggest th a t external a ■ B  like 
interactions are bounded a t a few x 10-31 GeV level. Using these experimental 
bounds, Carlson et al. [77] concluded tha t
9 A2 <  10~29 , (1.21)
where 9 is a typical scale for elements of the m atrix 9,w, and A is an ultraviolet 
regularization scale. In [77] it was shown th a t the effective q 9 ^ a ^ q  operator is 
generated from one-loop diagram shown in Fig. 1.6 a t lowest order in perturbation
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q
FIG. 1.6: A diagram generating q d ^ a ^ q ,  from Ref. [77].
theory. This operator is generated due to modification of the qqg vertex in consis­
tent formulation of noncommutative QCD presented in [77]. The effective Lorentz 
violating operator proportional to  aIMVQtlv in [77] also contained a factor (]/f —m), 
where m is the current quark mass. W hen B  is constant, tha t is is constant, the 
evaluation of a ■ B  factors out from the evaluation of ( i> — m ) . In getting the limit 
in (1.21), CCL made and ad hoc estim ate for the m atrix element of the operator 
— m),  estimating it to be about M ^ / 3 ~  300 MeV, where Mjv is the nucleon 
mass. However, in [99] it has been argued th a t the expectation value of (fS — m)  
could be much less than  300 MeV.
In our paper [80] (see Chapter 5), we focused on calculating the m atrix element 
of the operator (^  — m), so as to evaluate the quality of the estim ate made in [77]. 
We have calculated, for the ground state  of the quark in a nucleon, the m atrix 
element of the operator (ji—m),  using variety of confinement potential models, under 
the assumption tha t the constituent quarks obey the Dirac equation. Therefore 
(j/ — m) = (V ), where V  is any given confining potential. Results obtained in our 
paper [80] for ( t f—m)  are within an order of magnitude agreement with the estimate 
made by Carlson et al. [77].
The constraint on noncom mutativity param eter appearing in Lorentz-violating 
field theories obtained in [77] was very strong, and is still quite severe even if weak­
ened by an order of magnitude. These results can be taken as motivation for look­
ing for noncommutative deformation of space-time in Lorentz-covariant ways [90, 
91], [100]-[102]. This is the topic tha t we will introduce in the following subsection.
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1.2.4 Bounds on noncom m utativity from N C Q ED
In this subsection we introduce the formalism of noncommutative QED (NC­
QED) th a t is free from Lorentz-violating effects developed by Carlson, Carone, and 
Zobin (CCZ) [90]. Then we present our results on bounding the noncom mutativity 
param eter from studies of phenomenology of Lorentz-conserving NCQED. Carlson, 
Carone and Zobin have connected the D FR Lie algebra introduced in Sec. 1.2.1, 
and the antisymmetric tensor 6,tv to  experimental observables, by showing how to 
formulate a quantum  field theory on this noncommutative space-time. These theo­
ries make it possible to study phenomenological consequences of Lorentz-conserving 
noncommutative space-time. CCZ used a similar approach to the one developed by 
Jurco et al. [103], who presented formalism on how to construct non-Abelian gauge 
theories in noncommutative spaces.
One must note tha t, although the underlying noncommutative Lie algebra of 
NCQED formulated by CCZ is the same as the D FR Lie algebra, CCZ took as the 
starting point Snyder’s algebra [72],
\ x ^ ,xv] = ia2M tiI',
[ M ^ ,  aiA] =  i ( x IMgu>' — x ^ g ^ ) ,
[ M ^ ,  M a0] = i ( M fl0gua + M uag ^  -  M»agv0 -  M ^ g ^ ) .  (1.22)
As we have already mentioned in Sec. 1.2.1, a is the characteristic fundamen­
tal length scale of Lorentz-invariant noncommutative discrete space-time presented 
by (1.22). Note th a t the last two commutation relations in (1.22) are those of the 
generators of the Lorentz group. In order to make a transformation to a continuous 
space-time, CCZ performed a particular contraction on Eq. (1.22). Specifically, they 
rescaled the M ^  = d ^ / b  and took the limit b —> 0, a —>■ 0 while holding the ratio
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a2/b =  1 fixed. This procedure yields the DFR Lie algebra, although the enveloping 
algebra is different than  th a t presented in [12, 13]. By considering the com m utator 
of O'11' and M ,l:l' one finds th a t 9 ^  is a Lorentz tensor,
[m ^ ,  eal3] = %{Q^gva +  eva^  -  e»agu0 -  r V ° ) -  (1.23)
Thus, the noncommutative algebra formulated by CCZ has the following form
[x'fixQ = 10'“',
[ 9 ^ , x x\ = 0,
[0 ^ ,0 “ ]^ =  0, (1.24)
The Lorentz-covariance of Snyder’s Lie algebra implies the Lorentz-covariance of the 
noncommutative algebra presented in (1.24).
Note, th a t 9,w is a Lorentz tensor, and is in the same algebra with i:C Therefore, 
in field theories formulated on (1.24) general fields will be functions of both and 
a new c-number coordinate 9IJM th a t corresponds to the operator 9fU/ . But one 
must have a way of relating fields i/)(x, 9) to ordinary quantum  fields th a t are only 
functions of x. The way this can be accomplished is by expansion of the fields i/)(x, 9) 
in powers of 9. For gauge theories characterized by a gauge param eter A(x,9),  the 
gauge param eter has to be expanded as well. The gauge parameter, gauge field, and 
m atter field of NCQED are expanded as:
Aa(x, 9) = a{x)  +  0'“'A g (s ;  a )  +  0'“'0 ^ A g ^ ( x ;  «) +  ■••,  
A p{x, 9) = A p(x ) +  r A « ( x )  +  0'“'0^A g> w (*) +  • • • ,
9) =  i>{x) +  0 '" > #  + 9 ^ ^ X ( x )  + ■■■. (1.25)
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The lowest-order term  in each expansion corresponds to the ordinary QED term. 
Thus, ordinary QED can be extracted by taking the commutative limit, 9IM' —> 0.
To insure th a t such an expansion is possible, CCZ introduced a Lorentz in­
variant weighting function W{9).  By use of this weighting function, they gave the 
following generalization of the operator trace,
Trf  = J  di x < f9 W (9 ) f { x ,9 ) ,  (1.26)
where
d60 = d912d923d031d0md0o2d003 . (1.27)
W{9)  is normalized as f  d69W (9)  =  1. Furthermore, one requires tha t for large 
\9^\,  W(9)  dies off sufficiently fast in order th a t all integrals be well defined [90].
The requirement of Lorentz-invariance gives yet another restriction on W ,  requiring
tha t it be an even function of 0, which yields
J  d69 W{0) 9 ^  = 0. (1.28)
This restriction has interesting consequences on possible collider signatures of the 
theory. Specifically, we will see th a t it implies the absence of 3 photon vertices, 
while 4 photon vertices are still present.
As we have discussed in Sec. 1.2.2, one needs to establish a one-to-one mapping 
between elements f ( x ,  9) of noncommutative algebra (1.24) , and functions of typical 
c-number coordinates f ( x ,9 ) .  The mapping presented in Sec. 1.2.2 will have to be 
modified to  reflect the fact th a t 9 appearing on the r.h.s of com mutator [aT, x 1'} is 
a Lorentz tensor, and is in the same algebra with x Thus one obtains the following
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generalization of (1.17) and (1.18) (see [90] for details)
f ( x ,  8) = J (1.29)
where
(* B
f ( a , B ) =  I di xd&8eii*a^ +^ — )f{x ,8 ) . (1.30)
Lorentz invariance requires th a t B  transforms as a two index Lorentz tensor.
The 6 dependence of the functions distinguishes this result from the ^-product of the 
canonical noncommutative theory. Eqs. (1.29) and (1.30) allow one to work solely 
with functions of classical coordinates x  and 9, provided th a t all multiplications be 
promoted to  a ^-product.
We can now use the weighting function W(9)  introduced by (1.26), and its 
properties described above to extract field theory interactions by performing the 
d68 integral, resulting in the action
where the notation in £(cf), <9</>)* indicates ★-product multiplication.
Then, one can use the expressions for gauge param eter, gauge field, and m at­
ter field of NCQED presented in (1.25), and write down a U(l)  gauge invariant
To ensure th a t operator multiplication be preserved, f g  = f * g ,  one finds tha t 
the rule for ordinary multiplication must be modified:
( /  * g)(x, 9) = f ( x ,  8) exp[^ d„, 9 ^  dv]g(x, 8). (1.31)
(1.32)
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Lagrangian as
C =  f  <PeW(9)[~Fltv*F'l,' + x i ) * ( i p - m ) * i ] ) } ,  (1.33)
where
(1.34)
and the field strength is
= d^A,, -  duAf, -  ielAp * A v], (1.35)
Fields in (1.25) are then determined order by order in 9 from gauge invariance and 
noncommutativity restrictions, and can be substituted into the Lagrangian (1.33).
in interaction vertices. Thus, for example, the three-photon vertex of canonical 
NCQED is not present.
The first nontrivial contributions to the NCQED Lagrangian come from the 
second order in 9 terms in the Lagrangian. They include:
1. the 4-photon vertex, which has been discussed extensively in [90],
In our calculations we expand the Lagrangian through 92 and evaluate the de9 
integral using the weighted average
j  d69 W (9 ) 9 ^ 9rip = ^ - { g ‘ (1.36)
where the expectation value is defined as
d69W{9)9tlu9p‘ (1.37)
From Eq. (1.28) one can see th a t only terms containing even powers of 9 will result
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FIG. 1.7: 2-fermion-1-photon vertex.
2. the correction to 2-fermion-1-photon vertex (ordinary QED vertex),
3. the 2-fermion-2-photon vertex.
The Feynman rule for the 2-fermion-1-photon vertex with all fermions on shell 
will get modified (see Fig. 1.7, and Eqn. (6.39) for the Lagrangian term  th a t gives 
this modification):
»{1  +  (1.38)
where (92) is defined in (1.37).
In our paper [91] we have studied the effects of this modification by considering 
several collider processes. We have calculated the cross sections for the Bhabha and 
Mpller scattering, and e+e“ —► /r+/x“ . To first order in (02)/12 we obtained the 
following results in the center of mass system for e+e_ —>■ e+e~
da (  da \  7ro:2 (92) , 9 ,  „ 9 9 /f s . ,
' 1 N / {s2 + t2 + 2u2 + u2( -  + - ) } : (1.39)
d cos 9cm \  d cos 9 J qED s 96 s t
for e+e^ —>
da = ( _ d o _ \  +  (14Q)
d COS 9cm  V ^ COS 0 /  QED ^6
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FIG
+
P
. 1.8: Feynman diagrams for e+e —» 77
and for e e —> e e
da (  da
d cos 9 d cos 6 Q E D
7r a 2 (02) r 9 9 „ 9 9 ,u f .
— ■- d « '+ ” + 2 s + * V ; » - ( 1 .4 1 )
where s, u. and t are the M andelstam variables, and {d^ sq) qed is the canonical 
contribution from commutative QED.
Furthermore, we have calculated the full correction to ordinary QED 2-fermion- 
1-photon vertex with all fermions and photons possibly off-shell, and Eqn. (6.48) 
shows the terms in the Lagrangian th a t give this correction presented in Eqn. (6.49). 
We have also derived a new Feynman rule for the a 2-fermion-2-photon vertex with 
all fermions and photons on shell (see Eqn. (6.50) for the Lagrangian terms for this 
vertex). The Feynman rule for this vertex is given by
*e2—
+ iP\-Pi){P2'f
+  (5^3- ^4){Pi P2 (1.42)
with all the momenta labeled is in Fig. (1.8). Considering the presence of this new 
vertex as compared to commutative QED, it was interesting to study the e+e_ —> 77
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process, which is sensitive to  this change. We obtained the following result for the 
cross section of this process,
da
dcosO
da
dcos9 Q E D
<i92) s2 
192 2
sm (1.43)
It is natural to define A — (12/ {92))l /i which characterizes the energy scale 
where noncommutative effects become relevant. By comparing our results stated 
in equations (1.39), (1-40), (1.41), and (1.43) to LEP 2 da ta  we obtained bounds 
on the energy scale of noncommutativity. The tightest bound came from diphoton 
production which yielded A Nq > 160 GeV at the 95% confidence level. We also 
determined tha t an NLC running at 1.5 TeV with a luminosity of 3.4 x 1034 cm -2 s-1 
will be able to probe A ^ c  up to  ~  2 TeV.
1.2.5 N on(anti)com m utative supersym m etric field theory
In this subsection we introduce our studies [104] of a theory in Minkowski 
space th a t explores the possibility of having non-anticommutative supercoordinates 
9 and 9. As we have already mentioned in subsection 1.2.1, a theory in Euclidean 
space with non-anticommuting 0’s was offered by Seiberg in [93]. In tha t model 
0’s were kept anticommuting. This choice of anticomm utators for 9 and 9 is only 
possible in Euclidean space. Such chirally asymmetric deformation of the algebra 
of supersymmetry param eters gives rise to  nonhermitian operators [105] tha t make 
the deformed Euclidean space Lagrangians, and the vector superfield nonhermitian.
In constructing our deformed algebra of supersymmetry param eters in Minkowski 
space, we first require th a t the deformation be chirally symmetric. In Minkowski 
space, we relate 9a to 9a by 9a = (0Q)h We begin constricting the algebra by first
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defining the following anticomm utator,
{ea ,6fl} = C afi, (1.44)
where C Q/3 is a symmetric array of c-numbers. Then it also follows tha t
{§",§?} = C ^ ,  (1.45)
where C ai3 = (C‘)ay . We further make the following simple choice for the yet 
unconstrained anticom m utator of 9 and 9,
{0&J a} = O. (1.46)
We chose the commutators of chiral coordinate y^  =  +  i9a,L9, and the antichiral
coordinate — i9a^9 in such a way tha t enables us to write products of chiral
fields, and products of antichiral fields, in their standard form. Thus we define
i r J a] = 0, (1.47)
[j}»,06‘] = 0.  (1.48)
The choices and results in (1.44)-(1.48) also constrain the commutation relations of 
y and of y  with themselves. The following condition must be satisfied
i r ,  r ] -  W1, f  ] =  4 .  (1.49)
Commutators defined in (1.44)-(1.48), and the condition (1.49) fix the whole algebra 
of (x, 9, 9) coordinates, and we find tha t
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{0“ , 00} =  C Q/3, [x**, 0Q] =  i C ^ o ^ W  ,
{£“ , =  c ^ , [#*, r ]  =  i C ^ e ^ r ,
{0“ 0“ } =  o , [x11, X"] = ( C ^ N ?  -  C ^ d 0ea) a ^ a ^  .
(1.50)
(1.51)
(1.52)
Hence, the space-time coordinates do not commute with each other, or with the
We operationally define our theory by finding a suitable star-product. A prop­
erly defined star product has to reproduce the underlying noncommutative algebra 
of deformed supersymmetry param eter space in its entirety. We require th a t the 
star product satisfy the reality condition,
We will limit the star product to being at most quadratic in the deformation param ­
eter C nfj. This is also the minimum th a t will allow reproducing the deformed algebra 
for the supercoordinates. We write down the star product th a t we use for mapping 
a product of functions f g  in noncommutative space to a product of functions in 
commutative space in the following form,
Here /  and g can be functions of any of the three sets of variables mentioned above,
spinor coordinates 0 and 6.
(1.53)
(1.54)
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and the extra operator S  is
*5 0 QaQp Q a Q  fj
( ~t af i  r i ' y S  ^ ^ ¥  y f ^ o / i  J i b  ^  <rzr - = >
3------ 3 Q a Q j Q s Q f )  H 3 Q a Q iQ s Q /3  (1.55)
(Ja0(Jafi 
+   :----- (^ Q aQ aQ f iQ / i  Qa Qa Qf i Qf j ' j
Here operators Q and Q are understood to be defined in the same form as the 
supersymmetry generators of canonical supersymmetric theories. The left <— and 
right —> arrows indicate the direction of the action of operators Q and Q. I t ’s 
easy to verify th a t the star product presented above indeed reproduces the entire 
noncommutative algebra of supersymmetry parameters, and tha t it satisfies the 
reality condition (1.53). If /  and g are functions only of 9, for example, then the 
star product takes the following simple form, recognizable from [93],
(  C a/3 *d ~d \  
m  * 9(d) = f  (O)exp —  g{9)
=  (L56)
n r\ r\ 4 q a
where we adopt the following definition: =  4e7  ^307 30? •
We can now use (1.54), (1.55), and the canonical definitions of Q and Q to 
calculate their anticommutators. Thus in noncommutative space we obtain
{<3„,0i} . = (1-58)
  ^  ^ O
{ Q a , Q a } ^ 2 i a ^ — . (1.59)
Thus, we see th a t the first two of the above three anticomm utators of supercharges
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where E 0 is the ground state eigenenergy and ro is a state dependent scale param eter. 
Now we can calculate the m atrix element of interest,
(ji — m) = J  ^ ( 1  +  7 °)C 'r2^  d3r
,7 72^ 2 , (C \ l/3 Eof ( r )  C r  dr = f — J  =  y .
(5.26)
So, we can see tha t, in case of scalar+vector confinement of equal strengths, ( j f—m)  
is determined only by spin independent part of the Dirac spinor and is equal to  one 
third of the ground state energy. In [138] it was also shown th a t for three massless 
quarks in their lowest Is  orbit, with energy eigenvalues E 0 for each quark, the center- 
of-mass energy obtained with the potential (5.23) is just E 0, hence the nucleon mass 
in this model is: A7/v =  2E q (instead of M/v =  3 E() , as in non-relativistic and non­
recoil models). Therefore, Eo =  540 MeV and,
{ft — m) = 180 MeV. (5-27)
5.5 Pure Scalar Harmonic Potential
Tegen [137] has considered scalar+vector harmonic confinement in calculating 
the weak neutron decay constant Q a / 9 v  and found too small a value for (ja / f jv . 
compared to experiment. In [138] and [139], a pure scalar harmonic potential 
V(r)  = C r 2 was studied numerically, and yielded more satisfactory results for ga 
and for the RMS charge radius. We find tha t
poo
( r f - m ) = C  r 2 ( f ( r ) 2 -  g(r)2) dr, (5.28)
Jo
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where / ( r )  and g(r) are defined as in eqn. (5.24).
We have fitted the numerical solution presented graphically in [138] with C  =  
830 M eV/fm2 to calculate our integral of interest (5.28). The fitted wave functions 
are presented in Fig. 5.3, and as a benchmark for evaluation of the quality of the fit, 
we have calculated (r2) and gA and obtained values 0.61 fm and 1.26 respectively, 
as compared to  ( r2) =  0.64 fm and gA — 1-26 found in [138].
Thus we obtained, w ithout any additional tuning, the following result:
( t f - m )  =  160MeV. (5.29)
5.6 Summary
In this paper we have calculated, for the ground state of the quark in a nucleon, 
the m atrix element of the operator (p'—m ), using variety of confinement potential 
models, under the assumption th a t the constituent quarks obey the Dirac equation. 
The motivation has been to  solidify the estimates of the non-commutativity param ­
eter of canonical (Lorentz violating) noncommutative QCD, where some of leading 
order Lorentz violating effects are proportional to factors of ( t f — m).
Interestingly, we found the following results,
(y! — m)  =  <
21 MeV, for 3-D scalar central pot.
27 MeV, for scalar+vector linear pot.
180 MeV, for scalar+vector harm. pot.
160 MeV, for pure scalar harmonic pot
(5.30)
We note th a t in the case of scalar central confinement as considered in section 
II, tp/-m) vanishes as 1/Vq when Vq —> oo, but it is different from zero in general. We
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note also th a t the value of ( tf—m)  obtained for the scalar+vector linear confinement 
model is close to th a t obtained for scalar 3D potential well.
We have also shown th a t in case of scalar+vector harmonic confinement of equal 
strengths, (j/— m)  is determined only by spin independent part of the Dirac spinor 
and is equal to one third of the ground state  energy.
For pure scalar harmonic confinement of the form V(r) = C r 2, {f> — rn) was 
obtained using a fit to the numerical solution of the Dirac equation presented graph­
ically in [138], and appears to have a value pretty close to th a t obtained for the 
scalar+vector harmonic confinement model.
Results obtained in this paper are within an order of magnitude agreement with 
the estim ate made by Carlson et al. [77], The results obtained in [77] were used there 
to  constrain the noncom mutativity param eter in Lorentz violating noncommutative 
field theories. The constraints were very strong, and are still quite severe even if 
weakened by an order of magnitude. These results may be taken as a motivation to 
look for space-time noncom mutativity in Lorentz-covariant ways [90], [100]-[102],
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CHAPTER 6
Phenomenology of 
Lorentz-Conserving 
Noncommutative QED
6.1 Introduction
It is interesting to consider the possibility th a t the structure of space-time is 
nontrivial. In one of the most popular scenarios position four-vectors are promoted 
to  operators th a t do not commute a t short distance scales [12, 13], [72]-[81], [90], 
[98]-[104], [140] -[153]. There has been a lot of work on field theories with an 
underlying noncommutative space-time structure. Jurco et al. [103] have presented 
a formalism on how to construct non-Abelian gauge theories in noncommutative 
spaces from a consistency relation. Using a similar approach Carlson, Carone and 
Zobin (CCZ) [90] have formulated noncommutative Lorentz-conserving QED based 
on a contracted Snyder [72] algebra, thus offering a general prescription as how 
to formulate noncommutative Lorentz-conserving gauge theories. In this algebra
87
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the selfadjoint space-time coordinate operators satisfy the following commutation 
relation,
[x»,xv] = i e » v. (6.1)
Here d^u =  —du^  transforms as a Lorentz tensor and is in the same algebra with x C 
This algebra is Lorentz-covariant.
The Lie algebra considered by CCZ is the same as the Lie algebra of Doplicher, 
Fredenhagen, and Roberts (DFR) [12, 13]. Interestingly enough DFR came to the 
formulation of their algebra by considering modifications of space-time structure in 
theories th a t are designed to quantize gravity. The DFR algebra places limitations 
on the precision of localization in space-time. As noted in [12, 13], quantum  space­
time can be regarded as a novel underlying geometry for a quantum  field theory of 
gravity.
Interest in noncommutative space-time originated with the work of Connes and 
collaborators [8]-[ll] and has gained more attention due to  developments in string 
theory [14], where noncommutative space-time has been shown to arise in a low 
energy limit. In string theories 6,w is just an antisymmetric c-number. Theories 
involving noncommutative space-time structure based on algebras with c-number 
01'1' suffer from Lorentz-violating effects. Such effects are severely constrained [73]- 
[81] by a variety of low energy experiments [82]-[89]. Lorentz-violating effects appear 
in field theories as a consequence of 6°l and (;ljkQlj defining preferred direction in 
a given Lorentz frame. In contrast to this the noncommutative QED (NCQED) 
formulated by CCZ based on Eq. (6.1) is free from Lorentz-violating effects.
Carlson, Carone and Zobin have connected the DFR Lie algebra Eq. (6.1), and 
the antisymmetric tensor 9,w to experimental observables, by showing how to formu­
late a quantum  field theory on this noncommutative space-time. Similar issues have 
been discussed by M orita et al. [101, 153]. These theories make it possible to study
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phenomenological consequences of Lorentz-conserving noncommutative space-time. 
As a beginning, CCZ have studied light-by-light elastic scattering and obtained con­
tributions th a t can be significant with respect to the standard model background.
In this paper we calculate other phenomenological consequences of Lorentz- 
conserving NCQED formulated by CCZ. We consider various collider processes such 
as Bhabha and Mpller scattering, e+e“ —» n + and e+e“ —> 7 7 . The experiments 
at planned colliders will provide means of testing the properties and the structure 
of space-time a t smaller distance scales. We note th a t any property prescribed to 
space-time, if confirmed experimentally, must affect all interactions.
In the following section we discuss the underlying formalism of noncommutative 
Lorentz-conserving gauge theories, with emphasis on NCQED. In Section III we 
study the Lorentz-conserving NCQED by considering various collider processes. In 
Section IV we obtain bounds on the noncommutativity scale from Bhabha scattering, 
e+e“ —> n +n~ and e+e~ —> 77 experiments. We summarize our discussion in Section 
V with some concluding remarks.
6.2 Algebra and QED Formulation
The simplest construction of a Lorentz-conserving noncommutative theory in­
volves promoting the position four-vector to an operator tha t satisfies the D FR Lie 
algebra
[£**, x v\ = i9l“
[,§w ,x A] =  0,
[0'“', <9Q/3] =  0, (6 .2 )
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where 9,u' is antisymmetric and transforms as a Lorentz tensor.
On the other hand, CCZ took as the starting point Snyder’s algebra,
[x‘l , x v] = ia2M ^ u,
[ M ^ ,  x x} =  i ( x ,ig'/X — x ^ g ^ ) ,
[ M ^ ,  M a0] = + M " ag ^  -  M ^ g ^  -  M ^g**) .  (6.3)
Snyder’s algebra (which is the same as the algebra of SO(4,l)) describes a Lorentz- 
invariant noncommutative discrete space-time characterized by a fundamental length 
scale a. By constructing an explicit representation for x  and M  in terms of differen­
tial operators, the Lorentz invariance of Eq. (6.3) was dem onstrated [72]. CCZ then 
extracted the D FR Lie algebra by performing a particular contraction on Eq. (6.3). 
Specifically, by rescaling M ^  = O ^ /b  and holding the ratio a2/b = 1 fixed, the limit 
b —> 0, a —* 0 yields the DFR Lie algebra. Thus, the Lorentz covariance of Snyder’s 
Lie algebra implies the Lorentz covariance of Eq. (6.2) [90]. The com mutator of 
and M »v is
[ M ^ ,  0aP] = i { § ^ g ua +  9va^  -  & agv& -  0 " V a ), (6-4)
as one would expect if 0I1U is a Lorentz tensor. Note tha t the contraction also implies 
tha t the eigenvalues of the position operator of the DFR algebra are continuous.
To develop a field theory on a noncommutative space-time, one defines a one- 
to-one mapping which associates functions of the noncommuting coordinates with 
functions of the typical c-number coordinates. In the canonical noncommutative 
theory this is achieved via a Fourier transform
f ( x )  = ^  J  dnk e~ikx J  dnx e ikxf (x ) .  (6.5)
In the Lorentz-conserving case the presence of the operator 0,‘u requires tha t
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the mapping involve a new c-number coordinate 6lil' (no hat). Functions of the 
noncommuting coordinates are then related to functions of c-number coordinates
by
f  d 4 a  d ^B  - i ( a u&»+2£ m=  J  ( 2 ^ (2~7T)6e 2 (6 ‘6 )
where
/ B  d ^ u (6.7)
Lorentz invariance requires th a t B  transform as a two index Lorentz tensor.
To ensure tha t operator multiplication be preserved, f g  = f * g ,  one finds tha t 
the rule for ordinary multiplication must be modified:
( /  * g)(x, 8) = f ( x ,  0) exp[^ du}g(x, 8). (6.8)
The 8 dependence of the functions distinguishes this result from the ^-product of 
the canonical noncommutative theory. Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) allow one to work solely 
with functions of classical coordinates x  and 0, provided th a t all multiplication be 
promoted to a ^-product.
The introduction of a Lorentz invariant weighting function W  (9) allows for the 
following generalization of the operator trace:
Trf  = J  d4x d 60 W (0 ) f ( x ,8 ) .  (6.9)
In [90] CCZ took the normalization to be
J d 60W (8)  = 1. (6.10)
It is straightforward to dem onstrate the cyclic property of Eq. (6.9), i.e. T rf g  =
Trg f .  One requires tha t for large 9IM/ \, W (8) dies off sufficiently fast in order tha t
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all integrals be well defined [90]. Lorentz-invariance requires th a t W  be an even 
function of 9, which yields
J d 69 W ( 9 ) 9 ^  = 0. (6.11)
As will be seen, this restriction has interesting consequences on possible collider 
signatures of the theory.
Field theory interactions are extracted by performing the d69 integral, resulting 
in the action
S  =  T r t  =  J  dAx cPe W{9) C{4>, dtj))* , (6.12)
where the notation in C((j>, d(p)+ indicates ^-product multiplication.
As was mentioned, in the Lorentz-conserving noncommutative theory the initial 
“fields” are generally functions of x  and 9, and must be related to ordinary quantum  
fields which are only functions of x  . CCZ showed how this can be done for NCQED 
using a nonlinear field redefinition and an expansion in 9. Since the phenomenology 
of NCQED is the topic of this paper, all developments will be directed toward a 
U (l) gauge theory. For completeness the formalism presented in [90] is reviewed.
In Lorentz-conserving NCQED, one has a m atter field ip and gauge field A . 
For a U (l) gauge transform ation characterized by a param eter A(x,9),  the fields 
transform as
i / j (x ,9)^>U*ip(x ,9) ,  (6.13)
and
A ^ x ,  0) -> t /  * A ^ x ,  9) * U~l + - U *  d ^ U ~ \  (6.14)
where
U =  (e*A)* =  1 +  iA(x,  9) + ^yiA(x, 9) * iA (x , 9) +  • • • (6.15)
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A U (l) gauge invariant Lagrangian is
£ =  ( ( f e w  + (6.16)
where
(6.17)
and the field strength is
Ffiu = d^Av -  dvA M -  ie[A^ * A v). (6.18)
In dem onstrating the gauge invariance of Eq. (6.16) and the cyclic property of 
Eq. (6.9), the following identity is useful
Eqs. (6.16), (6.17), and (6.18) are similar in form to those obtained in the canoni­
cal NCQED case, the difference again being the 9 dependence of the fields ip(x,9)
quantum fields which are only functions of x. This is accomplished by utilizing the 
behavior of the weighting function Eq. (6.9), which allows an expansion of the fields 
and gauge param eter in powers of 9. A similar technique involving field expansions 
was first used in constructing a noncommutative SU (N ) gauge theory in [103]. The 
coefficients of the power series are thus only functions of x  and correspond to ordi­
nary quantum  fields. From requirements of gauge invariance and noncommutativity, 
these coefficients can be determined order by order in 9.
The m atter field, gauge field, and gauge param eter of NCQED are expanded
as:
(6.19)
and A(x,9)  in Eq. (6.16). One must have a way of relating ^  and A  to ordinary
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Aa (x, 9) = a(x)  + <P"A^(x; a) +  9 ^ A ^ ( x ;  «) +  • • • ,  (6.20)
Ap(x, 0) =  Ap(x) +  r 4 j ) »  +  9 ^ A ^ ap(x ) +  ■ • • , (6.21)
^ (x , 9) = 4>(x) + 9 ^ J  +  9<u' ^ % r{x) + • • • . (6.22)
The lowest order term  in each expansion corresponds to the ordinary QED term. 
Thus, ordinary QED can be extracted by taking the commutative limit, 9 ^  —> 0.
Consider an infinitesimal transform ation of a m atter field ip(x ) in an ordinary 
U (l) gauge theory:
Saip(x) =  ia(x)'i/j(x). (6.23)
For a Lorentz-conserving noncommutative theory, this is generalized to
5ai[)(x, 9) =  iA a(x, 9) * il>(x, 9). (6-24)
In an Abelian gauge theory two successive gauge transformations must then satisfy 
the relation
(5a5p -  8p5a)^{x,  9) =  0. (6.25)
For Eq.(6.25) to hold, A must satisfy
i5aAp — iSpAa +  [Aa * Ap) =  0. (6.26)
The param eter A can then be determined at each order in 9. Specifically, it can be 
shown tha t
=  ^ d fMa ( x ) A I/(x) (6.27)
and
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=  - ^ d fta ( x ) A n(x)daA v{x) (6.28)
satisfy the condition of Eq. (6.26). The gauge and m atter fields are treated in a 
similar manner.
The restriction of a gauge field transforming infinitesimally as
=  daAa +  i[Aa * Afj], (6.29)
is satisfied by the following expressions for / l (h and /fi2b
=  - f  + O  (6.30)
4 2 U W  = + A .- C O -  (6-31)
where
=  d^Av -  d„A,a (6.32)
is the ordinary QED field strength tensor.
Likewise, one can show tha t for a m atter field transforming infinitesimally as 
Eq. (6.24), the appropriate forms of and are
VfiKz) =  (6.33)
and
=  ^ ( - i9tiAndl/d(Tip + eAttA vdl,d(T'ip +  2 eAlldvA vd(7'ip
+eAl_lF°vdcr'ip -  ^ d ^ A vduA aip + ie2A llA advA vip). (6.34)
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Interactions are extracted by substituting Eqs. (6.27), (6.28), (6.30), (6.31), 
(6.33), (6.34) into the Lagrangian Eq. (6.16). We expand the Lagrangian through 
92 and evaluate the tf'O integral using the weighted average
J  ( f9W{9)9pv9'np =  ( ^ v p -  ^ V " ) ,  (6-35)
where the expectation value is defined as
(92) =  J  d60 W  ( 9 ) 9 ^ 0 ^ .  (6.36)
It is natural to define Ajvc =  (1 2 /(92)) l^A th a t characterizes the energy scale where 
noncommutative effects become relevant. The restriction on W  from Eq. (6.11) de­
mands th a t only term s containing even powers of 9 will result in interaction vertices. 
Thus, for example, the three-photon vertex of canonical NCQED is not present. 
The next section focuses on the phenomenology of a U (l) theory whose space-time 
coordinate operators obey the D FR Lie algebra. Possible collider signatures are 
considered and bounds on the energy scale k NC are obtained.
6.3 Collider Signatures
The Lagrangian for QED with Lorentz-invariant noncommutative space-time 
Eq. (6.16) can be written as an expansion in 9 order by order using the nonlinear 
field redefinition described above. The zeroth order in 9 will give the ordinary QED 
Lagrangian. The first order is zero due to the evenness of the weighting function 
W{9).  The first nontrivial contributions come from the second order, they include:
1. the 4-photon vertex, which has been discussed extensively in [90],
2. the correction to 2-fermion- 1-photon vertex (ordinary QED vertex),
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3. the 2-fermion-2-photon vertex.
The lowest order correction to  the ordinary QED vertex comes from the follow­
ing terms in Lagrangian density:
i 0  — m ) ' +  1~^°\i ft — m
+ U {ip i0)* 4 (0V (0) +  ^ (0)(4 (0) * ^ (0))}, (6-37)&
where we retain only the second order term  in contributions to the ^-product 
shown in the last two terms. The first two term s will go to zero if both fermion 
fields are on shell. And the 2-fermion-2-photon vertex comes from:
i $  — m)'ip(0'> +  +  i/>^(i 0  —
+
+  e { (^ ° )* ^ (° ) )^ (1) +  VJ(1) (4 (° )* ^ (0)) +  ( ^ (0)* 4 (1)) ^ (0)}, (6.38)
where this time we retain only the first order in the ^-product shown.
6.3.1 D ilepton  Production, e+e~ —»
First we consider processes in which all fermions are on shell, i.e. dilepton 
production e+e~ —> l+l~ . For processes up to tree level Feynman diagram, only
-  { ^<°> )^<°> +  vJ(°) ( 4 (0) *  ^ (0))}
2
will contribute to the vertex correction since all the fermions are on shell. This 
Lagrangian term  reduces to:
f  M d ^ )  + 4 W -  (6.39)
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FIG. 6.1: 2-fermion-1-photon vertex.
From this we obtain the following Feynman rule for the 2-fermion-1-photon vertex 
with all fermions on shell and with mom enta labeled as in Fig. 6.1:
“ {1 +  M 4 (rf)2}7'  (6'40)
where we have not made the assumption th a t the fermions are massless (although 
we do set m  =  0 in the cross section formula).
We will consider the following processes which are affected by this vertex cor­
rection: Bhabha scattering, e+e~ —> /r+/r~ and Mpller scattering.
The m atrix element with vertex correction for Bhabha scattering (Fig. 6.2) is:
i M  =  u(p3)(ie'yI/)( l + <02> 4 w  x -384
x v (p 2)(ie 7m)(1 + (@2) 4\ / \384« M P .)
- v ( p 2)(ie 7 I/)(1 + (02) ,4 w  , -384
xu(p3)(ie 7 /1)(l + (°2) /4x / x
384 W p i) -
+  i t
^9 nu
,/2 i A
(6.41)
Squaring the m atrix element and summing(averaging) over the hnal(initial) 
fermion spin states will give:
4rci2/ + <  1 0 P P “ 2 , + « 2\M \2 = 2e*{F '(— ^ )  +  2 FsFt -  + F / ( — ^ — )}, (6.42)
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e
FIG. 6.2: Bhabha Scattering.
where we define Fs =  {1 +  with s,t and u are the M andelstam variables.
To first order in (02) / 12 this will give us the center of mass (CM) differential cross 
section:
da da
d cos 0 \ d  cos 9 ) QED ' s 96
7 r c r <#2>H - ^ { s 2 + t2 + 2 u 2 + u2(^  +  ^)}, (6.43)
where 6 is the CM scattering angle.
The same results for e+e“ —> n +n~ can be obtained easily by just throwing 
away the t channel in the Bhabha scattering calculation, assuming the muons are 
massless. The spin average square m atrix element is:
\ M \ 2 = 2 e4F 2
,t2 + u2, (6.44)
And to  first order in (62) / 12 this will give us:
da
d cos 9 \ d  cos 9
da
Q E D
(6.45)
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6.3.2 M 0ller Scattering
For M0ller scattering, the spin average square m atrix element is obtained by 
using crossing symmetry from Bhabha scattering:
n 2 4- s2 s2 s2 4 - 12
4 ^ )  +  +  FZ(S— ^ -t 2 tu uz
M \*  =  2e {Ft (— j -— )  2F,FU-   7 ( =— )}. (6.46)
To first order in (92) / 12 this gives us the CM differential cross section: 
d* ( da \  , 7rQ'2 (°2) r+2 . 2 , o  2 , „2,u , 1)  + — ^ { ‘2 +  “ 2 +  2s2 + s2( y  +  - )} .  (6.47)
/ QED S 96 t  Ud cos 9 \ d  cos 9 ,  q
6.3.3 D iphoton  P roduction, e+e —>• 77
In order to  calculate the cross section for e+e“ —» 7 7 , we first need to  calculate
the full correction to  ordinary QED vertex, not just the case when all fermions are 
on shell. This requirement comes from the fact tha t in diphoton production we 
have fermion propagators in the Feynman diagrams. By using the non-linear field 
redefinition for the Lagrangian for the full correction can be w ritten as:
ie^ r  [(du,A^){(d2ip)(i ft -  m ) ^  +  {(ida + m ) i p } ^ ( d 2^ ) }
- ( d lj A I/){(dIJ'du4>)(i 0  -  m)i)  +  {(ida + m ) i ) } ( & 1 d v i))}
• (6-48)
Then the Feynman rule for the 2-fermion-1-photon vertex with all fermions and 
photons possibly off-shell is (Fig. 6.1):
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FIG. 6.3: Two fermions - two photon vertex.
iG^  + ^  ~  m ^ 3  -  ( A  -  rn)p2lP%
+ ( A  -  rn) (pi . p3)pi  ~  ( A  ~  m)(P2-P3)P2
+^{{Pi-PzY  +  {P2-pY 2) i >1]} ■ (6-49)
Next we need to calculate the contribution from the new vertex, i.e., 2-fermion- 
2-photon vertex. The Lagrangian for this vertex is:
ie2^ -  [A,{daA u) { { d ^ ) l a{dv^ )  -  ( d W O ^ }
-  ( d ^ U d ^ Y )  M  ~  Y 4 ( 9 ^ ) }
+ 2A^Fm { ( d ^ ) l a( d ^ )  ~  {dvY ) l a{ d ^ } ] ,  (6.50)
We put all the fermions and photons on shell to simplify the calculation. This 
simplification is possible since in the calculation for diphoton production up to 
second order in 9 for the 2-fermion-2-photon vertex all fermions and photons are 
on shell. Labeling momenta as in Fig. 6.3, we obtain the Feynman rule for the 
2-fermion-2-photon vertex with all fermions and photons on shell:
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FIG. 6.
+
p
.4: Feynman diagrams for e+e —> 77
ie2^9Q
+(Pi -Pa){j^ Y
+ (^ 3-  7^){PiP2
Pi Y }
P i Y }
p 7p &}] (6.51)
Putting  all these rules together, the cross section up to first order in (O2) / 12 for 
diphoton production can be calculated (Fig. 6.4). The m atrix element for diphoton 
production can be w ritten as the sum of the three diagrams:
iA4 — iA41 +  iJ^ A.2 T  i-M-z , (6.52)
with each m atrix element defined below:
i M i  = - i e  e*(pz)el{pi)v(p2)
x 2 i Y  4 Y  +  P2Y  -  P i Y }
Y  i Y  (Q2) 
t 96
“ (Pi), (6.53)
i M 2 =  - ie2el(p3)el(p4)v(p2) Y  4 x Y  [ (Q2u 96
u
x - { Y  4 \ Y  + p2Y  -  p\ Y } «(pi), (6.54)
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ie2€l(p3)el(p4)j^v(P2)
x [t{Pilu ~ P ^ )  +  u{PiY -  p%Y}
+  2(^3-  ^4)(PiP2 -  P1P2)} u (Pi)- (6.55)
It is easy to show th a t if either one of the polarization vectors is replaced with 
its momentum, the m atrix element will be zero as we expect from gauge invariance. 
Next it is straightforward to  show th a t the spin average square m atrix element is:
2e
t u
u + t 96
(^ V  +  u2) (6.56)
To first order in (02) / 12 this gives the following CM differential cross section:
da
dcosO
da
d cos 9 Q E D
1 - (82) S 2 • 2 a -— sin2 0 
192 2
(6.57)
6.4 Bounds on An c  from colliders
Mpller scattering experiments do not provide data  a t high enough energy to 
set a bound comparable to the one obtained from Bhabha scattering. For Bhabha 
scattering the bound can be extracted from a series of LEP experiments [154]. The 
to tal cross section integrated between 0q and 180° — 0$ predicted by our calculation 
can be w ritten as:
ira2s r25 7 3 | r ) 1  1 — a,
+  a+  T “ + i 2 “  + 2 1 n I (6.58)
with a =  cos 0O. This matches the cut introduced by the L3 experiment where 
0o =  44° is the angle relevant to the L3 detector. Here we use a sm  instead of oq^ d to 
take into account the weak interaction and radiative corrections. We have neglected
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V^(GeV) a exp -1- A stat A sj/s(pb) <75M(pb)
130.10 51.10±2.90±0.20 56.50
136.10 49.30±2.90±0.20 50.90
161.30 34.00±1.90±1.00 35.10
172.30 30.80±1.90±0.90 30.30
182.70 27.60±0.70±0.20 26.70
188.70 25.10±0.40±0.10 24.90
TA BLE 6.1: B habha Scattering: D ata  from L3 experim ent a t L E P  and  S tandard  M odel 
P rediction  [154].
the noncommutative correction to  higher order QED and weak interactions. We use 
the numerical values of the da ta  above (TABLE 6.1) [154], and for the theoretical 
prediction we add the correction due to noncommutativity obtained in the previous 
section to the listed SM cross section. The y 2 function is defined as follows:
x2 =  (6.59)
 ^ ^exp
with A lxp =  A L i  +  A lys and i sums over the energy range. Performing the y 2 
analysis over the energy range shown in TABLE 6.1, we obtain the bound Ajvc > 
137 GeV (95%C.L.).
A similar analysis can be performed on e+e~ —> n +n~ using the data  from the 
same experiment a t LEP [154], The to tal cross section integrated between 90 and 
180° — do is:
7ra2s a3
a = aSM + 3"’ ^ ‘6°^
with a defined above and 9q = 44°. F itting  our theoretical prediction to LEP 
data  (TABLE 6.2) [154] using y 2 fit will set the bound for Ajvc >  86 GeV (95%C.L.).
For diphoton production, the bound can be extracted from a series of experi­
ments a t LEP [155]-[160]. The to tal cross section integrated between 60 and 180° — 9q
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V^(GeV) Gexp - h  ^stat  T  ^ s y s ( p h ) 0 ~ g M ( p b )
130.10
136.10
161.30
172.30
182.70
188.70
21.00±2.30±1.00
17.50±2.20±0.90
12.50±1.40±0.50
9.20±1.30±0.40
7.34±0.59±0.27
7.28±0.29±0.19
20.90 
17.80
10.90 
9.20
7.90 
7.29
TABLE 6.2: e+ e —> / / f  // : D a ta  from L3 experim ent and SM P rediction  [154].
predicted by our calculation can be w ritten as:
(6.61)
with a — cos 0q. This time the bound is obtained from an analysis done by the 
experimenters themselves for the purpose of bounding a generic contribution for ‘new 
physics’. The bound set from diphoton production experiments at LEP, as obtained 
by the DELPHI collaboration and translated to our definition of noncommutativity 
scale is ANc  > 160 GeV [155]-[160]. A similar analysis by the L3 collaboration 
yields a similar bound [155]-[160].
A next linear collider (NLC) with a luminosity 3.4 x 1034 cm -2 s_1 and center of 
mass energy 1.5 TeV will set a better bound for ANC■ We calculated the number of 
events predicted by ordinary QED at 1.5 TeV and took the statistical uncertainty 
from the square root of the number of events. By requiring the ‘new physics’ effect 
to be significant only if it can produce an effect at least 2 standard deviations 
away from this predicted value, a prediction for the bound th a t could be set for 
the noncommutative scale can be obtained. Our calculation for Bhabha scattering 
predicts a reach for A nc  ~  2.0 TeV, for e+e“ —> /r+/x“ A nc  ~  1-7 TeV, for Mpller 
scattering A NC ~  2.7 TeV and for diphoton production ANc  ~  2.0 TeV. From this 
we can conclude th a t the bound obtained from these experiments will be about ~  2
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TeV and is comparable to  the energy scales where the experiments are performed.
6.5 Conclusion
We have considered the phenomenology of a Lorentz-conserving version of non­
commutative QED. In this theory, space-time coordinates are promoted to operators 
satisfying the D FR Lie algebra. As opposed to  the Lorentz-violating canonical non­
commutative theory, field theory variables have an additional dependence on the 
operator 9 which characterizes the noncommutativity. This is handled by expand­
ing the fields in powers of 9, and using gauge invariance and noncommutativity 
restrictions to determine the fields order by order in 9. Lorentz-invariance restricts 
interaction vertices to  contain only even powers of 9, which has distinct consequences 
on the phenomenology of the theory. We considered various cA e and e“ e“ collider 
processes. The cross section was calculated to second order in 9 for Bhabha, Mpller, 
and e+cr  —» ^ / / “ scattering, as well as e+e“ —»• 7 7 . Results were then compared 
to  LEP 2 data, and bounds on the energy scale of noncommutativity, A n c , were 
obtained. The tightest bound came from diphoton production which yielded A nc  > 
160 GeV a t the 95% confidence level. We also determined th a t an NLC running at
1.5 TeV with a luminosity of 3.4 x 1034cm“ 2s“ 1 will be able to probe A ^ c  up to 
~  2 TeV.
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CHAPTER 7
Supersymmetric Noncommutative 
Field Theory
7.1 An Overview and Introduction
By now, there is a long history of theoretical studies related to nontrivial, 
possibly richer structures of space-time. Under this heading one may include super­
symmetry and extra-dimensional theories, but we concentrate here on theories with 
a noncommutative space-time algebra. The earliest motivation for such theories was 
the hope th a t divergences in held theory would be ameliorated if there were coor­
dinate uncertainty, and coordinate uncertainty would follow if coordinate operators 
did not commute [72]. The idea did not bear direct fruit, and Snyder’s paper [72] 
remained almost alone for many decades.
Recently, the idea of noncommutative coordinates has blossomed, at least as 
theoretical speculation, with motivation from several sources. For example, Connes 
et al. [8]-[ll] attem pted to make gauge theories of electroweak unification m ath­
ematically more natural by using ideas from noncommutative geometry. Also,
107
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Dopplicher, Fredenhagen, and Roberts [12, 13] saw general relativity as giving a 
natural limit to  the precision of locating a particle, which to them  suggested an 
uncertainty relation and noncom mutativity among coordinate operators. They sug­
gested a particular algebra of the coordinates now often referred to  as the “D FR” 
algebra. However, probably the greatest modern spur to studying space-time non­
com mutativity was the observation tha t string theories in a background field can be 
solved exactly and give coordinate operators which do not commute [14]-[16].
In theories with an underlying noncommutative space-time algebra, the position 
four vector x >L is promoted to an operator x f  th a t satisfies the com mutation relation
(7.1)
The 0 /,iy th a t comes out of string theory, which is directly related to the background 
field B ,JiJ [14], is just an antisymmetric array of c-numbers. There has been a fair 
amount of theoretical study learning how to  work with fields th a t are functions 
of noncommuting coordinates, and phenomenological studies of possible physical 
consequences of space-time noncommutativity. However, theories based on (7.1) 
with a c-number 0 '1" suffer from Lorentz-violating effects. Such effects are severely 
constrained [73]-[81] by a variety of low energy experiments [82]-[89].
Returning to one of our previous remarks, in the DFR noncommutative alge­
bra [12, 13] xv  satisfies [x^,xu] = 0^", but where here 0^" =  —0"^ transforms as 
a Lorentz tensor and is in the same algebra with x ,L. Thus the algebra formulated 
by DFR is Lorentz-invariant. Carlson, Carone, and Zobin (CCZ) [90] formulated 
and studied some phenomenological consequences of a Lorentz-conserving noncom­
m utative QED (NCQED) based on a contracted Snyder [72] algebra, which has the 
same Lie algebra as DFR. In [90] light-by-light scattering was studied, and it was 
found th a t contributions from noncommutativity can be significant with respect to
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the standard model background. Further studies of NCQED as formulated in [90] 
may be found in [91, 101, 153], [161]-[166]. In particular, bounds were obtained on 
the scale of noncom mutativity [91] in the Lorentz conserving case from an number 
of QED processes for which there exist experiments a t the CERN Large Electron 
and Positron collider (LEP).
There have also been studies extending noncommutativity to  the full set of 
supersymmetric coordinates, not just limiting noncommutativity to ordinary space­
time. In this chapter (see Ref. [104]), we wish to continue the study of noncommu- 
tative coordinates in supersymmetric theories, by giving and studying consequences 
of an algebra of superspace coordinates th a t very definitely allows us to remain in 
Minkowski space.
Recent work (e.g., [92, 93], [167]-[169]) has stim ulated interest in supersymmet­
ric noncommutativity by showing, in Euclidean space, how noncommutative super­
coordinates could arise from string theory. Further, some of the recent work [93] 
defined a star-product from the commutation relations. Operators multiplied in non­
commutative space could then be replaced by their symbols in commutative space 
w^th multiplication replaced by the star-product. This was then used to study 
noncommutative modifications to Wess-Zumino and gauge Lagrangians, albeit still 
in Euclidean space. Proofs of renormalizability of the deformed Wess-Zumino La- 
grangian were offered [105], but it was noted th a t the deformed Euclidean space 
Lagrangians, as well as the vector superfield, were not Hermitian.
Working in Euclidean space allows coordinates 0 with nontrivial anticomm uta­
tors to be paired with 0’s th a t anticommute in the normal way; the phrase TV =  1/2 
supersymmetry described this. There is no direct analog in Minkowski space, where 
the 0’s and 0’s are tightly connected.
Useful formal developments include, using the star-product to  define the theory, 
a display of a number of different ways to introduce noncommutativity into super­
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space [106]. Also [170] showed th a t in Minkowski space nontrivial anticom m utation 
relations for the O’s and 0’s were not compatible with having an associative algebra. 
Hence we have some freedom in the choice of a star-product, but must be open to 
using a star-product th a t is non-associative.
In the next section, Sec. 7.2, we present a consistent set of (anti)comm utation 
relations among the supercoordinates in Minkowski space. Following tha t, Sec. 7.3 
defines our theory by presenting a star product th a t yields the deformed supercoor­
dinate algebra developed in section 7.2. We record the deformed algebra of super­
symmetry generators, and of the covariant super derivatives. The com mutators of 
the supergenerators and superderivatives break supersymmetry. In Sec. 7.4 we write 
down the chiral and antichiral superfields, and show tha t products of (anti)chiral 
superfields are themselves (anti)chiral superfields. This is a feature retained from 
commutative supersymmetry; some of the choices in Sec. 7.2 were in fact made in 
the hope th a t this would happen. We construct the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian Cwz,  
and show how to avoid ambiguity in our construction despite the nonassociativity 
of the products. We end with some discussion in section 7.5.
7.2 The Non (anti) com m utative SUSY Algebra
Noncommutativity has usually been studied as the noncommutativity of ordi­
nary space-time. Here we are considering noncommutativity in superspace \  and for 
Minkowski rather th a t Euclidean space. The supercoordinate is ,9a,9a) where 
0a and 6a are normally anticommuting Grassmann variables tha t we shall promote 
to nonanticommuting operators 0a and 0° in some algebra.
1We use conventions of Wess and Bagger [171]
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{0“ ,0^} =  c a0, (7.2)
where C a<3 is a symmetric array of c-numbers. We shall also suppose there is 
a mapping between the operator 0“ and a Grassmann variable 0a in ordinary 
(anti)commutative space. We will soon, as usual, obtain using commutative vari­
ables the multiplication rules of the noncommutative algebra by using a star-product 
rather than  the ordinary product for variables and functions in commutative space. 
In Minkowski space, we relate 9a to 0Q by
¥  =  (0a )f , (7.3)
so tha t the 9a are noncommutative also,
{§*,§*} = 0*?,  (7.4)
where C a& =  {C^a)*.
The commutators of 9 and 9 are still unconstrained, and we make the simple 
choice
{ |“ ,0°} =  O. (7.5)
Next we fix the commutation relations among 0’s and space-time coordinates. 
We define the commutator of the chiral coordinate =  iT  +  $ 0 ^ 9  with 0, and 
the com mutator of the antichiral coordinate =  7T — i9a^9 with 0, in such a way
tha t enables us to write products of chiral fields, and products of antichiral fields,
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in their canonical form. We choose
[r,e*]  = 0, (7.6)
[ r , ^ ]  =  0. (7.7)
The nonzero commutators
and
[ ^ ,  ea] = - 2 [ida^e, §a\ = 2iCa0o ^ 6 0, (7.8)
[y», I 6] =  2[i0ali0 ,0d] =  2 i C ^ O 0a r  , (7.9)
are fixed by the choices already made.
The choices and results in (7.2)-(7.7) also constrain the commutation relations 
of y and of y  with themselves. The following condition must be satisfied:
[ F , F ]  -  [F, F ]  = 4 ( c « 0eae0 -  . (7.10)
Thus, the Hermitian part of [y'fi y1"] is fixed by choices already made. Let us rewrite 
the previous equation in the following way,
[ F , F ]  -  [ F , V  1 = ( 4 C &0d a 0 0  -  2 C a 0 C dl0)aZA,cra a u  00
+  (4Ca0009° -  2C a0 C &0 ) a ^ a
(7-11)
aa° 00 >
where each term  on the right-hand-side is the Hermitian conjugate of the other. 
Then we make the choices,
r ,  F \  = (4(7*W  -  2C a0C«0 ) a » - a ^  , (7.12)
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and
[§», r )  = (4C a0N 0 -  2 C ^ C ^ ) a ^ 0  , (7-13)
which are natural and consistent with already defined commutators. Finally, note 
tha t y  and y  do not commute in this non(anti)comm utative algebra,
=  (7.14)
although their com mutator is a c-number.
Comm utation relations given by (7.2)-(7.9), (7.12) and (7.13) are compete, 
consistent with each other, and represent the deformed supersymmetry algebra in 
terms of chiral and spinor variables. One can summarize this algebra in terms of 
(x, 0 ,9) as,
{0“ 00} =  C a 0 , [x", 0Q} =  iC a0a^ ¥ , (7.15)
{0“ , =  , [x**, 0A] =  i C ^ 9 0a^ , (7.16)
{0* §a} = 0 , [x1*, x u] = {Ca0H 0 -  C a0909a) u r a ^  . (7.17)
Hence, the space-time coordinates x ,L do not commute with each other either, or 
with the spinor coordinates 9 and 6 .
7.3 The Star Product
We shall assume th a t there exists a mapping th a t relates the ordinary variables 
(x, 0 ,0)in commutative to their counterparts 0,0) in noncommutative space, and 
tha t relates functions f ( x ,  0, 0) in commutative space to operators f ( x ,  0,0) in the 
noncommutative algebra. Products of functions in commutative space will be de­
fined by a star-product. In noncommutative theories a star product is used so tha t
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the result of products such as f ( x ,  9, 6 ) g(x, 9, 9) h(x, 9, 9) in noncommutative space 
corresponds to  the result of f ( x ,  9, 9) * g{x, 9, 9) * h(x, 9, 9) in commutative space 
(provided f ( x , 9 ,9 )  corresponds to  f ( x ,9 ,9 ) ,  etc.).
We operationally define our theory by finding a suitable star-product. A prop­
erly defined star product has to reproduce the underlying deformed algebra of the 
supercoordinates in its entirety. We will also expect tha t the star product will sat­
isfy the reality condition, th a t is, the star-product will maintain the usual rules for 
products of involutions,
( / i  * / 2)t =  / 2t * / 1t - (7.18)
We find it convenient to use the supersymmetry generators in defining the star 
product, and will limit the star-product to  being at most quadratic in deformation 
param eter C. This is also the minimum th a t will allow reproducing the deformed 
algebra for the supercoordinates.
Before we define the star product, we find it useful to  have before us the well 
known canonical expressions for covariant derivatives and supercharges. Acting on 
the right,
D n  =
3
dda
3
3961
m  3 x ^
iOa(TA d 
aad x ^
(7.19)
and
Q a 
Q a
d
89a
— 1(7(i na
3
3
39*
3 x ^
+ i9aa ^ - ^ —. 
aadx»
(7.20)
In (7.19) and (7.20) derivatives with respect to 9 and 9 are taken a t fixed x, and
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derivatives with respect to x  are taken a t fixed 9 and 6 .
L et’s also write down the corresponding equation for two sets of coordinates 
(y,9a,9a) and (y,9a ,9a), where
= x* +  i9a»9, 
x* -  i9a»9. (7.21)
Then one can check tha t
3  =  - *a 89°
D A =  -
8
Q a
Q a
8961 
~8
89°
8
89h
+  2i9a(rtt ®
aady» ’
D n  =
_8_
89°
~Da =  — ^  89a
Q = —  89a
Q a
8
8961
(7.22)
(7.23)
(7.24)
(7.25)
Expressions for D a, Da,  Q a, and Qa  are obtained from above by simply chang­
ing —> to , with the following definitions,
8
89a
7)
dy^ y
i_d_
89a
=  8U . 
8 y» »
(7.26)
(7.27)
Similar definitions apply derivatives with respect to  9a and ylL.
Now we can write down the star product tha t we use for mapping a product 
of functions f g  in noncommutative space to a product of functions in commutative 
space.
f g  ^  f * 9  = / ( I  + s )g-  (7.28)
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Here /  and g can be functions of any of the three sets of variables mentioned above, 
and the extra operator <S is
(Joc(3 <  ^ (Ja0 ,
T& 0 QaQp cy Q a Q p
S'l'-yS ^ ^       s~va/3 s'V'jS <  ^ >  >
H o QaQ' y Qs Qf }  H---------X Q a Q i Q s Q p  (7.29)
+ ^ r ~ ^QaQaQpQg QaQaQgQ/ j^ •
It is easy to verify tha t the star product presented above indeed reproduces the 
entire noncommutative algebra of supersymmetry parameters, and tha t it satisfies 
the reality condition (7.18).
If /  and g are functions only of 0 or only of 0, then the star product takes the 
following simple forms, recognizable from [93],
=  (7.30)
and
- (  C  ^  *8 ~d - *8 ~d \  -
f l Q ) * g { 9 )  =  f  ( 0 )  l -  -  JL _ detC^L^L g ( 0 )
Jy J yy ; 2 dda d 90 d e e d e e j y y )
(  C “P *8 ~8 \  -
=  (7.3i)
where
8  1 8  8  1 d  d
896 4 d0a 8 Ba 4 den 8 B^  ’
and
(7.32)
A  =  I A  A  =  _ I e™ 2 L  A  (7 3 3 )
dee 4 d e « 80a 4 dffrdfr '  y ' ’
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The following equations are useful for deriving commutation relations among 
various coordinates of deformed superspace,
0“ * 00 =  _ I e“000 +  I c “0 , (7.34)
2 2
0“ * 00 =  + I e« % + I < 7 <  (7 35)
2 2
Also,
ea * 00 =  £ 7 ° % ,  
ee * ea = - c a0e0 ,
=  — det C ,
and
0 ^ 0  * 9<j v9 = —-0000r/"/ -  ^00(7^  -  -00C''"' -  7 C Q/JC“^ 7 ^  , (7.39)
2 2 2 4
where (7/i17 and C'w are defined as
<7^ =  ^ C q% 7 K ^ - ( t^ ) q7 =  C'q% 7K 1' ) J ,  (7.40)
C7"' =  \ c ^ e h (<r<Tv -  ovo » ) \  =  (7A% .  ( ^ " ) \  . (7.41)
^  * 9 9  = - C ° 09$ , (7.36)
00 * 0* =  <7^0^ , (7.37)
99 * 99 =  A e . . ie.. iC ^ C « 10'
=  -  det C . (7.38)
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One can now verify,
{0“ e0}* =  c a 0 , [x»,e %  =  i c a0^ . e 0 , (7.42)
{0“ 00}, =  =  i C ^ e 0a r  , (7.43)
{0“ , 0“ }, =  0 , [a;'4, a;44]* =  00C'"' + dOC^  . (7.44)
as they should be according to (7.15)-(7.17). Subscript means use star multi­
plication when evaluating the (anti)commutators.
From (7.24), and (7.25) one may check th a t in noncommutative space
f,v
d 2
00 dy^dyu
d
{& ,<?„} =  . (7-46)
{ Q „ ,Q 4} = 2 < <i~ .  (7.47)
Thus, we see th a t the first two of the above three anticomm utators of supercharges 
are deformed from their canonical forms. From (7.22), and (7.23) for the covariant 
derivatives we find,
{ Da, D 0} = 0, (7.48)
{Da, Dp] =  0, (7.49)
{ D a, D ^}  =  - 2 .  (7.50)
So, the anticomm utators of covariant derivatives are not deformed in this noncom­
mutative superspace. The anticom m utators of supercharges and covariant deriva­
tives with each other are not deformed either,
{Da, Q0} = {Da, Q0} = {Da, Qg} = {Da, Q0} = 0 . (7.51)
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Hence, we can still define supersymmetry covariant constraints on superfields as 
in commutative supersymmetric theory, using the following defining equations for 
chiral and antichiral superfields as before,
D ^ ( y , 0 )  =  0, (7.52)
D a$(y ,0)  = 0. (7.53)
7.4 The W ess-Zumino Lagrangian
7.4.1 Chiral and Antichiral Superfields
Chiral <f>(y, 0) and antichiral <h(y, 0) superfields satisfy (7.52) and (7.53) respec­
tively. We may expand <f>(y, 0) and $(y , 0) as a power series in 0 and 0. Just as 
in commutative theory, no term  in the series will have more than two powers of 0 
and 0. In noncommutative theory, this is true because products with three or more 
factors of 0 can be reduced to sums of term s with two or fewer 0 . and similarly for 
0. Hence,
$ (£ ,0 ) =  A(y) + y/20i/}(e) + M F (y ) ,  (7.54)
HV,  0) =  A(B) +  V^&Ky) +  00F(y ) . (7.55)
The combination 00 is already Weyl ordered, and maps simply into 00 in commu­
tative space.
From (7.28), the product of two chiral and the product of two antichiral fields
are,
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3>i(y,Q) * $ 2(y,0) = ^ i ( y , 0 ) ^ 2(y,O) ~  C aPi }la ^ 20 ~  de tCF1F2 
+  V 2O^Ca0 [ e p ^ laF2 -  ^ F , )
+  C ^ a ^ a ^ d ^ d ^ p  -  i^)]
+ O e f i C ^ A & A t  +  C a P C ^ o lF ^ { d llA xd v F 2 -  d ^ A 2d v F x ) \  ,
(7.56)
and
M v ,  9) *  M y ,  0) =  M v ,  e)M v,  $) -  ~ detc n h
+ V 2 9 W ^ [ e h (i>1(, F 2 -  ^ 2dFi)
+  C aPa,F<Ajh {dpAldvM  -  d^A2dv^ ) }
+ e S f i C ^ d ^ d ^  + -  d ^ d M ]  .
(7.57)
In (7.56) = d j d y 'fi while in (7.57) <9^  =  djdy^.
Thus the star product of chiral fields is chiral, and the star product of antichiral 
fields is antichiral. One may again note th a t the reality condition is satisfied,
($ i  * $ 2) =  $ 2 * . (7.58)
7.4.2 N on-associativ ity  and W eyl ordering
As usual,
$ i  * $ 2  /  ^ 2  * (7.59)
$1 * $2 7^  #2 * 3>1 (7.60)
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but here the difference persists even if one isolates (say) the 00 term s and integrates 
over space.
W hen constructing a Lagrangian this would lead to  different theories, depending 
on the ordering of the superfields. Following [93], for example, the Lagrangian can be 
specified by requiring products of superfields to be Weyl ordered. Then a Lagrangian 
will get no extra contributions from noncom mutativity from term s quadratic in chiral 
or in antichiral fields, because the terms proportional to 00 or 00 tha t involve C  or 
C  are antisymmetric under interchange of the two superfields.
The situation is more complicated for three or more fields, because the star 
product (7.28) is not associative,
$ i  * ($ 2 * <£3) ^  ($ j * <f>2) * $3 . (7.61)
This is a consequence of having both Q and Q in the star product (7.28), with 
{Q ,Q }  7  ^0. For discussion of associativity of star products see for example [170].
We deal with this by defining for a non-associative product a natural Weyl 
ordering given by
W ( / i ( / 2/ 3)) =  -  [ f l ( f 2h )  +  /2 (/l/3 )  +  y*2 ( f z f l ) +  h i h f o )  +  f z { f \ f 2) +  /3 (/2 /l)] 
=  g  [ / l ( / 2/3 + f z f 2) T f 2{ h h  +  / 3/ 1) +  h { f \ f 2 +  / 2/ 1)] ■
(7.62)
and similarly for W ( ( / i / 2) / 3). One can follow this by Weyl ordering the result in 
the normal way and find tha t
w [W ( M f 2fs))\ = W  [W ((/1/ 2) / 3)] =  w ( /1/ 2/ 3) . (7.63)
It should be clear th a t for the star product of just two superfields, the second
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Weyl ordering leaves the result unchanged. We use the double Weyl ordering just 
described to unambiguously define any Lagrangian in the noncommutative space 
given by (7.15)-(7.17). As a example, will write down the Wess-Zumino in noncom­
mutative Minkowski superspace.
7.4.3 The Lagrangian
It is useful to record some steps in the calculation of the product of three chiral 
fields. Since the star product of two chiral fields is chiral, from (7.56) we can obtain 
the A \ 2i '0127) an(l  F \2 components of the chiral field $12 =  $1 * $2 as
A n  = A 1A 2 -  C a^ la^  -  detC F XF2
^127 =  [A\1p2-y +  A 2'lpi1) +  C'“^[ejg7(V>ia F2 — 4>2c,Fi)
+  -  d ^ d ^ / s ) ]  (7-64)
F n  = {F\A2 +  A \ F 2 — ^ 1^ 2) +  2C,xl'dflA iduA 2 
+ C ^ C ^ a r a ^ ( d , A ^ F 2 -  d . A ^ F , )
Then, the star product of three chiral fields is
($1 ( y , 6 ) * $ 2(y,0)) * $ 3( y , 0 ) = A 12A 3 -  C aP'ipua^p ~  de tCFuFs  
+ {A\2rt\)3l +  A 3ip\2l +  C aP [e/37(,0 12aFs — IpSaFn)
+  C apa ^ ( d , A l2d ^ 3/3 -  d , A 3dvi)l w )}) (7.65)
+  00 F^12 A3  +  A\2F3 — ipnip3 +  2 C,/U/dpAndvAs
+ C ^ C ^ a ^ a ^ A u d v F ,  -  d»A3dvFnj\ ,
From (7.65), the only term  th a t will contribute to  the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian 
from double Weyl ordered product w ($i (y,Q)  * $ 2(y,0) * <3h{y,0) )  tha t depends 
on C  comes from the A i2F3 term . The contribution from this term  is proportional
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to  — detC 'F iF2F3, which is Lorentz invariant. For the star product of three antichiral 
fields, one finds a contribution proportional to —detC 'F1F2F3.
There is no extra contribution to  the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian coming from the 
kinetic energy term. From $  * $  there is a term  S lwd^ Fdv F  from the star product, 
where is symmetric. However, it is precisely canceled when
one adds $  * <1 in doing the Weyl ordering.
We find the following simple result for the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian with one 
chiral $  and one antichiral field
£  =  w J  d299 d296 $  * $  +  J  d29 * $  +  ^ 5 $  * $  * $
+/ d2*(3777,$ * $  -|---------* $  * $3 (7.66)
=  C(C  =  0) — - g d e t C F 3 — -g d e tC F 3 +  to tal derivatives.
O
This Lagrangian is Hermitian and Lorentz invariant.
7.5 Summary
Our goal has been to find a theory th a t works in Minkowski space th a t explores 
non-anticomm utativity of the supercoordinates 9 and 9. We have shown a consistent 
set of commutation and anticomm utation relations for the full set of coordinates x, 
9, and 9 (or equivalently y  or y, 9, and 9). We have found a star product tha t 
reproduces all the coordinate commutation relations, and use this star product to 
define multiplication of arbitrary functions.
The star product is real, meaning it maintains the standard relations obeyed by 
involutions of products of functions. This in turn  means products th a t are Hermitian 
with no star-multiplication are also Hermitian with star-multiplication, after Weyl
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ordering. Any Lagrangian extended to noncommutative space using star-products 
and Weyl ordering will necessarily remain Hermitian. Further, the star-product 
maintains the chirality of products of chiral fields, and the antichirality of products 
of antichiral fields.
The star-product in this work is not associative, in keeping with a general 
theorem of Klemm, Penati, and Tamassia [170]. However, this interesting feature 
causes little trouble after making a natural modification of the Weyl ordering pro­
cedure. Also, the basic commutation relation between the components of 9 violates 
Lorentz invariance. The example Lagrangian we studied, the supernoncommutative 
Wess-Zumino model, gained only Lorentz invariant modifications, but this cannot 
be expected to occur in general.
There are a number of potentially interesting directions to pursue in future 
work. One clearly wants to  extend the present supercoordinate algebra to  gauge 
theories, and to explore potential phenomenological consequences. One would also 
like to study connections to string theory and attem pt a derivation of the present 
commutation relations from a string model. One may also define an explicit con­
nection between operators in noncommutative space and their commutative space 
symbols, and derive the star-product from it. The current star product may be just 
the expansion to second order in deformation param eter C  of one found this way. 
We should note tha t if this proves to be the case, the results of the present paper 
will still hold. To this order the star-product we have is unique in satisfying the 
requirements of giving the supercoordinate com mutation relations and of being real.
To close, Eq. (7.66) presents one good looking Lagrangian in Minkowski super­
space, which is both Hermitian and Lorentz invariant.
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Summary
8.1 Pentaquarks
In the first three chapters of this dissertation we studied qAq systems within the 
framework of constituent quark models. Our studies are motivated by the recent 
evidence for discovery of such particles in several experiments. These experiments 
report [ 1] - [4] about an evidence in their da ta  for a particle with strangeness +1, one 
unit of positive charge, narrow width, and mass ~  1542 M eV/c2. Such a state must 
have four quarks and an antiquark in its minimal Fock component, in distinction to 
all previously discovered baryons. This particle is called 0 + . The isospin partners 
of ©+ were sought, and not found [5].
In our studies we describe ©+ as a member of a sp in -| pentaquark antidecuplet 
10, because the lightest 0 + is the isosinglet with sp in -|. At the time of writing 
this dissertation the parity of the experimental candidate for pentaquark 0 + is 
unknown. We presented our studies of both negative, and positive parity pentaquark 
antidecuplets. We considered the mass splittings and strong decays of members of 
both parity-odd, and parity-even multiplets, and derived useful decompositions of
125
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the quark model wave functions th a t allow for easy com putation of color-flavor-spin- 
orbital m atrix elements.
For negative parity pentaquarks we computed mass splittings within the an- 
tidecuplet including spin-color and spin-isospin interactions between constituents. 
We pointed out the importance of hidden strangeness in rendering the nucleon-like 
states heavier than  the S=1 state. Mass splittings within the antidecuplet obey 
an equal spacing rule in case of spin-color interactions, because in th a t case the 
strange quark mass in the only source of SU (3)f breaking. We computed these 
splittings within the framework of the MIT bag model [64, 65], including effects 
of single gluon exchange interactions between the constituents. For spin-color in­
teractions we found th a t the mass splittings of spin-4 parity-odd antidecuplet is 
~  52 M eV/c2. For spin-isospin interactions the multiplet members are not equally 
spaced in mass anymore, with relatively larger splittings between them. The pre­
dicted spectra differ significantly and yield distinguishable patterns of kinematically 
accessible decays 10 —> B M ,  where B  (M ) is a ground state octet baryon (meson). 
We applied the rules of naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [66] to estim ate the effec­
tive meson-baryon coupling constant in Cef f ( f u l l  overlap) = g _ N K 1iQ+, and found 
th a t the negative parity 0 + decay width is «  1.1 G eV /c2, which is an S-wave decay. 
This result and the narrow width of the experimental candidate for ©+ imply that, 
it is not likely to have negative parity. These results are published in [39].
We also considered the possibility th a t the lightest pentaquark is a parity even 
state, with one unit of orbital angular momentum. Working within the framework 
of a constituent quark model, we showed th a t dominant spin-flavor interactions 
render certain parity-even states lighter than any pentaquark with all quarks in 
the spatial ground state. For such states, we focused on predicting the mass and 
decays of other members of the same SU(3) flavor multiplet. We took into account 
flavor SU(3) breaking effects originating from the strange quark mass as well as from
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the structure of the spin-flavor exchange interactions themselves. There were five 
param eters in the mass formula. Three of these param eters were from the flavor- 
spin interaction terms, and one was the strangeness mass contribution (taking due 
account of hidden strangeness components). The fifth param eter was the mean 
multiplet mass M0. These param eters were fitted to the masses of the ground 
state octet and decuplet baryons. We anticipate th a t the largest change in model 
param eters in going from q3 system to q4q system will occur in M0, thus it was 
eliminated from the mass formula by the use of the experimentally measured mass 
of the 0 + . We predicted the lightest strangeness —2 cascade pentaquarks, which 
are relatively immune to  mixing, a t approximately 1906 MeV, with a full width ~  3 
times larger than tha t of the ©+ .
The consistent color-flavor-spin-orbital wave function th a t we presented for a 
positive parity 0 + , naturally explains the observed narrowness of the state. The 
wave function is totally symmetric in its fiavor-spin part and totally antisymmetric in 
its color-orbital part. If flavor-spin interactions dominate, this wave function renders 
the positive parity 0 + lighter than  its negative parity counterpart. We considered 
decays of the 0 + and computed the overlap of this state with the kinematically 
allowed final states, which appeared to be small, ~  5%. We estimated the effective 
meson-baryon coupling constant in Cef f ( f u l l  overlap) =  ig+N ' j 5K^O + using rules 
of NDA, and found th a t the full width of the positive parity ©+ is
r+  ss 4.4 M eV/c2 . (8.1)
These results are published in [71, 172].
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In the second half of this dissertation we derived and studied constraints from 
the phenomenological consequences of noncommutative field theories. We also pre­
sented a noncommutative field theoretical model in Minkowski superspace.
Carlson, Carone and Lebed [77] obtained a stringent constraint on the non­
com mutativity param eter in Lorentz-violating field theories. They studied most 
dangerous Lorentz-violating operators appearing in their consistent formulation of 
noncommutative QCD. However, their constraint depended upon an estim ate of the 
m atrix element of the quark level operator ( /  — m)  in a nucleon. In this disserta­
tion we calculated the m atrix element of (fi — m), using a variety of confinement 
potential models. Our results are within an order of magnitude agreement with the 
estimate made by Carlson et al. The constraints placed on the noncommutativity 
param eter were very strong, and are still quite severe even if weakened by an order 
of magnitude. These results are published in [80].
Recently a version of Lorentz-conserving noncommutative field theory (NCFT) 
has been suggested by Carlson, Carone, and Zobin (CCZ) [90]. In this disser­
tation, we calculated phenomenological consequences of the QED version of this 
theory (NCQED) by looking a t various collider processes. Fields in Lorentz con­
serving NCQED developed by CCZ have an additional dependence on the operator 8 
tha t characterizes noncommutativity. Interaction vertices are restricted by Lorentz- 
invariance to contain only even powers of 9. As a consequence, for example, three 
photon vertex of canonical (Lorentz-violating) NCQED is not present. We calcu­
lated modifications up to second order in 8 to Mpller scattering, Bhabha scattering, 
e+e~ —> \i~ and e+e-  —> 7 7 , and compared our results to  LEP 2 data. The tight­
est bound on the energy scale of noncommutativity Ajvc =  ( 12/ (C2) )1 //4 came from 
diphoton production. We found th a t A Nc  > 160 GeV at the 95% confidence level.
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We also determined th a t a next linear collider with a luminosity 3.4 x 1034cm-2 s_1, 
and center of mass energy 1.5 TeV will be able to probe A nc  up to ~  2 TeV, which 
is comparable to the energy scales where the experiments are performed. These 
results are published in [91].
In Chapter 7 we extended the discussion of noncommutative space-time coordi­
nates to include nontrivial anticomm utation relations among spinor coordinates in 
superspace. We have studied the consequences of deformation of A f  — 1 Minkowski 
superspace arising from nonanticomm utativity of coordinates 9, and 9. We presented 
a consistent algebra for the supercoordinates, and found a star-product tha t repro­
duces all the coordinate com mutation relations. We used this star product to  define 
multiplication of arbitrary functions. The star product developed in our studies is 
real, meaning it maintains the standard relations obeyed by involutions of products 
of functions. As a consequence, the star product preserves the hermiticity of a Weyl 
ordered product of functions. Any Lagrangian extended to noncommutative space 
using star-products and Weyl ordering will necessarily remain Hermitian. Further, 
the star-product maintains the chirality properties of products of both chiral, and 
antichiral fields. We also made a natural generalization of the Weyl ordering pro­
cedure, to take into account the interesting feature of nonassociativity of the star 
product.
We gave the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian C w z  within our model. It has two ex­
tra  terms due to non(anti)commutativity. It is interesting to note, tha t although 
the basic commutation relation between the components of 9 violates Lorentz in­
variance, the example Lagrangian C w z  we studied gained only Lorentz invariant 
modifications, and was also manifestly Hermitian.
These results were presented during the DPF2004 meeting, and the proceedings 
will be published as a supplement in International Journal of Modern Physics A [104, 
173],
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8.3 Future Directions
My near future research plans include continuation of some projects, in both 
field theory and in phenomenology, on which my collaborators and I have been 
working recently.
In some of our previous calculations we studied field theories with underlying 
non-commuting space-time structure (N C FT’s) with and without supersymmetry. 
In N C FT’s, fields are functions of non-commuting coordinates. This can be dealt 
with by defining a one-to-one mapping between NCFT fields and fields th a t are 
functions of ordinary coordinates, which is accompanied by promoting ordinary 
multiplication to star multiplication. The form of this modification depends on the 
underlying algebra of non-commuting coordinates and on the commutation relations 
th a t define this algebra. These commutation relations can be justified in many cases 
from string theory, where non-commutative coordinates can arise in the presence of 
background fields.
In our most recent work we presented a field theoretical model constructed 
in Minkowski AT =  1 superspace with a deformed supercoordinate algebra. We 
wrote down a consistent supercoordinate algebra, and gave a star product up to 
second order in param eter C  th a t characterizes noncommutativity. To this order 
the star-product we have is unique in satisfying the requirements of giving the super­
coordinate commutation relations and of being real. We also gave the Wess-Zumino 
Lagrangian up to  same order in C. There are a number of potentially interesting 
directions to pursue. One clearly wants to  extend the present supercoordinate al­
gebra to gauge theories, and to explore potential phenomenological consequences. 
One would also like to study connections to  string theory and a ttem pt a derivation 
of the present commutation relations from a string model. One may also define an 
explicit connection between operators in noncommutative space and their commu­
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tative space symbols, and derive the star-product from it. The current star product 
may be just the expansion to second order in deformation param eter C  of one found 
this way. We should note th a t if this proves to be the case, the results of our previous 
calculation will still hold.
In our previous work we also studied the phenomenology of the pentaquark an­
tidecuplet within the framework of a constituent quark model. In the near future, 
we are particularly interested in getting absolute mass prediction for multiquark ex­
otic states from bag or other models. The conventional MIT bag prediction for the 
negative parity ©+ mass is too large compared to the experimental value. However 
these predictions are bag model param eter dependent. Variations of these param e­
ters have been studied in the past and may lead to  lighter multi-constituent systems. 
A prediction for the absolute mass of the positive parity ©+ state in a bag model 
incorporating spin-flavor or other interactions is also interesting.
Yet another im portant issue is the inclusion of mixing effects in our calcula­
tions, because the pentaquark states in the antidecuplet can mix, for example, with 
states in the pentaquark octet, and these so called crypto-exotic states also can 
mix with 3-quark states. If the mixing is large, th a t will significantly affect the 
properties of these pentaquark states. Also, note th a t we studied parity-even 10 
in an effective theory with dominant flavor-spin interactions, and we constructed a 
maximally symmetric flavor-spin (F-S) wave function for the q4q state (to maximize 
the attraction between quarks, and get the parity-even state as the lightest). One 
also can relax the constraint of maximal symmetry of the F-S state, and still get a 
consistent flavor-spin-color-orbital qAq state. This sta te  can mix with the one tha t 
we suggested in our previous studies, and might lead to possibly lighter and nar­
rower pentaquark states. We plan restarting the pentaquark studies after the state 
is reaffirmed by JLab.
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are deformed from their canonical forms. We can still use the canonical definitions 
for covariant derivatives also, and one can easily verify tha t their anticomm utators 
are not deformed in noncommutative space defined by (1.50)-(1.52).
It is im portant to note th a t the anticom m utators of supercharges and covariant 
derivatives with each other are not deformed either,
{D a, Qp}  =  {Da, Qp} =  {D a, Qp}  =  {Da, Qp} =  0 . (1.60)
Hence, we can still define supersymmetry covariant constraints on superfields as 
in commutative supersymmetric theory, using the following defining equations for 
chiral and antichiral superfields as before,
Da$(y,d)  = 0 , (1.61)
D j > { y , 6 ) = 0. (1.62)
On the other hand, from (1.57)-(1.59) it is also clear tha t the star product is not
invariant under Q or Q [93, 106]. Therefore, the star product breaks the supersym­
metry, and neither Q, nor Q are symmetries of noncommutative space described 
by (1.50)-(1.52).
Chiral <b(y, 9), and antichiral $(y , 9) fields as defined by (1.61) and (1.62) can
be expanded as a power series in 9 and 9. The series will still have terms with no
more than  two powers of 9 and 9,
$(y ,9 )  = A(y)  +  \/29ip(9) +  9 9 F (y ) , (1.63)
$(y , 0) = A(y)  + V29^p{y) +  9 § F (y ) . (1.64)
Then one can use the star product defined by (1.54), (1.55) to calculate products of
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chiral and antichiral fields. For a product of two chiral fields we obtain
®i(y,0)  * $ 2(2/, 0) =  $ i ( y , 9 ) $ 2(y ,0 ) ~  C a/Via^2/3 -  detC F iF 2 
+ V20^Ca0[e01(i;laF2-jp2aF1)
+ C ^ a ^ a ^ d ^ d ^ p  -  d ^ d ^ p ) ]
+ 09 [2CtJll'dlxA id uA 2 +  -  d„A2dvF{)] ,
(1.65)
with dfj, defined as d / d y ,J\  We can see right away th a t the right hand side of (1.65) 
is a chiral field. Thus the star product maintains the chirality of products of chiral 
fields, and it can be checked th a t it also maintains the antichirality of products of 
antichiral fields. One can also check explicitly th a t the reality condition is indeed 
satisfied: ($1 * $ 2) =  $2 * $ i-
We must note th a t the star product (1.55) used in our studies is not associa­
tive. However, this interesting feature causes little trouble after making a natural 
modification of the Weyl ordering procedure, generalizing it for non-commutative, 
non-associative products. For the generalized Weyl-ordered product th a t we de­
fine (see section 7.4 for details), it is straight-forward to check tha t the double 
Weyl-ordered products become associative. Thus we limit our discussion to double 
Weyl-ordered products of fields, and we write down the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian 
with double Weyl-ordered terms. We would like to note th a t a similar procedure 
was introduced by Seiberg in [93] to deal with the fact tha t the star product used in 
his model was noncommutative. Thus, in [93] the discussion was limited to products 
of fields th a t were Weyl ordered.
We find the following simple result for the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian with one
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chiral <f> and one antichiral field (I\
£ \v z  — w J  d299d299 $  * $  +  J  d29 ( \m<& * $  +  \g<& * $  * <f>2 3 ‘
+  [  d29 ( -m<f> * $  +  - o $  * $  * $J  \2 3
=  C(C  =  0) — - g d e t C F 3 — - g d e t C F 3 +  to tal derivatives . 
o o
( 1 .66)
Here w[ ] means double Weyl ordering, £ WZ(C = 0) is the term  representing the 
canonical part of the Lagrangian, and F, F  are the F-terms of chiral superfields de­
fined in Eqs. (1.61), (1.63), and antichiral superfields defined in Eqs. (1.62), (1-64) 
respectively. The to tal derivatives indicated in (1.66) arise due to coordinate trans­
formation form y, and y  to x, and will cancel in the action. The Wess-Zumino 
Lagrangian presented above is Hermitian, and Lorentz invariant. We note th a t only 
corrections up to  second order in deformation param eter C  are presented in (1.66). 
Higher order corrections due to noncom mutativity may very well destroy the nice 
feature of Lorentz invariance, although the Lagrangian will remain Hermitian.
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CHAPTER 2
Phenomenology of the Pentaquark 
Antidecuplet
2.1 Introduction
The existence of an exotic baryon state containing an antiquark in its lowest 
Fock component has been verified by the observations at a number of laboratories 
of a strangeness +1 baryon at 1540 MeV with a narrow width [l]-[7]. In distinction 
to  all previously discovered baryons, such a state must have four quarks and an 
antiquark in its minimal Fock component. The present example, which has quark 
content ududs, was known as Z + during its advent, and now seems generally called 
©+ (e.g., [4]-[7]).
In this chapter, we study consequences of describing the 0 + within the context 
of conventional constituent quarks models, in more focused detail than was done in 
earlier work [22]-[25] and with new results. In these models, all quarks are in the 
same spatial wave function, and spin dependent mass splittings come from either 
color-spin or flavor-spin exchange. The ©+ made this way has negative parity. We
40
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trea t it as a flavor antidecuplet, w ith spin-1/2 because this sta te  has, a t least by 
elementary estimates, the lowest mass by a few hundred MeV among the 0 + ’s tha t 
can be made with all quarks in the ground spatial state.
We may elaborate on the 0 + states and masses in quark models briefly before 
proceeding. In outline, there are several ways to make a 0 + , and one can obtain 
0 +’s which are isospin 0, 1, or 2. The mass splittings between the states can be 
estimated using, say, the color-spin interactions described in more detail in the next 
section. Techniques and useful information may be found in [22, 23, 31, 107]. The 
lightest ©+ state is the isosinglet (in the 10) with spin-1/2. The isosinglet spin-3/2 
is a few hundred MeV heavier. The heaviest states are the isotensor spin-1/2 and 
(somewhat lighter) spin-3/2 states. The mass gap between the lightest and heaviest 
of the ©+ ’s is triple the mass gap between the nucleon and the A(1232), if one does 
not account for changes in the quarks’s spatial wave functions (e.g., due to changes 
in the Bag radius), or the better part of a GeV. The isovector masses lie in between 
the two limits.
In the next section, we will discuss the color-flavor-spin wave functions of the 
antidecuplet tha t contains the 0 + . This is a necessary prelude to a discussion of the 
mass splittings and decays of the full decuplet, which follows in Section 2.3. One 
intriguing result is the roughly equal mass spacing of the antidecuplet, with the 0 + 
lightest. Normally one expects the strange state to be heavier tha t the non-strange 
one. The explanation of this counterintuitive behavior is hidden strangeness, tha t 
is, there is a fairly high probability of finding an ss pair in the non-strange state. We 
also show th a t there is a markedly different pattern  of kinematically allowed decays, 
depending of whether spin-isospin or spin-color exchange interactions are relevant 
in determining the mass spectrum. We close in Section 2.4 with some discussion.
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2.2 Wave Function
There are two useful ways to compose the pentaquark state. One is to build 
the r/4 state from two pairs of quarks and then combine with the g. The other is 
to  combine a q3 state with a gg to form the pentaquark. We first represent the 
pentaquark state  in term s of states labeled by the quantum numbers of the first and 
second quark pairs. Since the antiquark is always in a (3,3,1/2) (color,flavor,spin) 
state, we know immediately tha t the remaining four-quark (g4) state must be a color 
3. The flavor of a generic qA state  can be either a 3, 6, 15m,  or 15s (where S  and 
M  refer to  symmetry and mixed symmetry under quark interchange, respectively). 
However, only the 6 can combine with the 3 antiquark to yield an antidecuplet. 
Finally, the spin of the g4 state can be either 0 or 1 if the to tal spin of the state  is 
1/2. However, it is not difficult to show th a t any state  constructed with the correct 
quantum  numbers using the spin-zero g4 wave function will be antisymmetric under 
the combined interchange of the two quarks in the first pair with the two quarks in 
second pair; this is inconsistent with the requirement tha t the four-quark state be
totally antisymmetric. Thus we are led to  the unique choice
|(C, F, S ) ) q4 =  |(3, 6 ,1)) . (2.1)
Figure 2.1 shows the possible quark pair combinations tha t can provide a (3, 6,1)
four-quark state. The symmetry under interchange of quarks 1 and 2, or 3 and 
4 is immediate from each of the Young’s Tableau shown. The symmetry under 
interchange of the first and second quark pairs is indicated in brackets next to the 
tableau. Only three combinations have the right symmetry under quark interchange
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C:
3 x 3
6 x 6
[A]
S:
X
1 X  1
X
[S]
[A]
or
or
or
3 x 6
3 x 3
0x1
[M]
[S]
[M]
FIG . 2.1: Q uark  pair sta tes th a t  can be appropriately  combined to  yield a to ta l (C ,F,S) 
s ta te  (3, 6 ,1 ).
to  form a totally antisymmetric q4 state, namely
|(3 ,6 ,1 )(3 ,6 ,1 ))  , -y= ( |(6 ,6 ,0 )(3 ,6 ,1)) +  |(3, 6 ,1 )(6 ,6 ,0 )))  ,
1
V2
(|(6, 3 , 1)(3, 3 ,0)) +  |(3 ,3 ,0)(6, 3 ,1)))
The requirement of to tal antisymmetry of the q4 wave function, determines the 
relative coefficients. We find th a t the properly normalized state is given by
1(1,10,1/2)) =  -^ = |(3 ,6 ,1 ) (3 ,6 ,1))
+  ^ = (1 (6 ,  6 ,0)(3, 6 ,1)) +  |(3 ,6 ,1)(6 , 6 ,0 )»  (2.2)
-  |( |( 6 ,3 ,1 ) ( 3 ,3 ,0 »  +  |(3 ,3 ,0 ) (6 ,3 ,1))) ,
where we have suppressed the quantum  numbers of the antiquark, (3,3,1/2), which 
are the same in each term. Also tacit on the right-hand side is tha t each q4 sta te  is 
combined to (3, 6 ,1). The signs shown in Eq. (2.2) depend on sign conventions for
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the states on the right-hand side. For the 0 + component, spin j ,  we find
1(3, 6, 1) (3, 6, 1)} — 24y/3 ^ C^ Cl (i ) CT C4 c k ^ j m n
x [(2 uudd +  2 dduu — udud  — uddu — duud — dudu)s\
x [{ t r  m  +  i t )  -  m  +  i t ) m  i  - m u  -  i i t t ) t] 0 . 3 )
1(6,6,0)(3,6,1)) = + Ci4)^cjcfceimn
x [(2 uudd  +  2 dduu  — udud  — uddu — duud — dudu)s\
x  [(Tl  -  IT)  TTI - ^ ( T l  -  I T ) (T I  +  IT)  T] , (2.4)
|(6,3,1)(3,3,0)) = ^ ( 4 c 2  +  4 4 ) c T c 2 c k ej m n [ ( u d - d u ) { u d - d u ) s \
X [TT (T l  -  IT)  I  - ^ ( T l  +  IT ) (T I  -  IT) T] • (2.5)
Here we have w ritten the color wave function in tensor notation for compactness, 
with c* =  (r ,g ,b ). The remaining component states in Eq. (2.2) can be obtained
from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) by exchanging the first and second pair of quarks. W ith
these results, one may construct other antidecuplet wave functions by application 
of SU(3) and isospin raising and lowering operators.
It is often convenient for calculational purposes to have a decomposition of the 
pentaquark wave function in terms of the quantum  numbers of the first three quarks, 
and of the remaining quark-antiquark pair. The quark-antiquark pair can be either 
in a 1 or 8 of color, which implies th a t we must have the same representations for 
the three-quark (q3) system, in order tha t a singlet may be formed. As for flavor, 
the q3 and qq systems must both be in 8 ’s: the qq pair cannot be in a flavor singlet, 
since there is no way to construct a 10 from the remaining three quarks, and the
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q3 state must be an 8 since the remaining possibilities (1 and 10) do not yield an 
antidecuplet when combined with the qq flavor octet. Finally, the qq spin can be 
either 0 or 1, which implies th a t the q3 spin can be either 1/2 or 3/2. The states 
consistent with q3 antisymmetry are then
1(1) 8 ,1 /2 )(1 ,8 ,0 ))  , |(1, 8 , 1/2)(1, 8 ,1)) , |( 8 ,8, 3/2)(8, 8 ,1)) ,
|(8 ,8 , l/2 )(8 , 8 ,0)) , |(8 ,8 , l/2 )(8 ,8 ,1 )>
Again, we may find the coefficients by requiring th a t the to tal wave function is 
antisymmetric under interchange of the four quarks. Alternatively, we may take the 
overlap of any of these states with the wave function tha t we have already derived 
in Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5). We find
| (1 , 1 0 , 1/ 2)) =  ± | ( 1 , 8 , 1/ 2) ( 1 , 8 , 0)) +  ^ | ( 1 , 8 , 1/ 2 ) ( 1 , 8 , 1))
-  ^  1(8, 8 ,3 /2 )(8 ,8 ,1 ))  +  ± |(8 ,8, l /2 ) ( 8 ,8, 0)) (2-6)
+  ^ |( 8 ,8 ,1 /2 ) ( 8 ,8 ,1 ) >  .
Our sign conventions may be summarized by noting tha t each state  on the right- 
hand side of Eq. (2.6) contains the term  uudds TTITJ- rbgrf  with positive coefficient.
Two interesting observations can be made a t this point. First, Eqs. (2.2)- 
(2.5) allow us to compute the expectation value of Sh =  1^1, where 5) is the
strangeness of the i th constituent. This gives us the average number of quarks 
in the state with either strangeness +1 or —1. For the 0 + state, the result is 
obviously 1; Using the SU(3) raising operator th a t changes d —► s and s —> — d, it is 
straightforward to evaluate the same quantity for members of the antidecuplet with 
smaller to tal strangeness. We find
{e+\Sh\e+) = 3 /3  , (N&\Sh\N5) = 4 /3  , (Z5 \Sh\Z5) = 5 /3  , (£ 5|S/j|S5) =  6/3 ,
(2.7)
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where N 5, S 5 and S 5 represent the strangeness 0 ,-1  and —2 members of the 10, 
respectively. The nonstrange member of the 10 is heavier than  the 0 + because 
it has, on average, m sj 3 more mass from its constituent strange and antistrange 
quarks.
We also note th a t our decomposition in Eq. (2.6) allows us to easily compute 
overlaps with states composed of physical octet baryons and mesons. For example, 
the first term  in Eq. (2.6) may be decomposed for the ©+
|( 1 ,8 ,1 /2 )(1 ,8 ,0 )) = ~ ( PK ° - n K +) . (2.8)
The sizes of the coefficients of these term s affect the rate of the “break-apart” decay 
modes, such as ©+ —> N K +. We therefore find th a t the smallness of the observed 
0 + decay width (< 2 1  MeV) does not originate with small group theoretic factors 
in the quark model wave function.
2.3 Antidecuplet M asses and Decays
Using the observed mass and width of the 0 +, one may make predictions for 
the decay widths of other members of the antidecuplet. Here we consider the decays 
10 —> B M  where B  (M ) is a ground state octet baryon (meson). We assume 
exact SU (3)f symmetry in the decay amplitudes, bu t take into account SU(3)F 
breaking in the mass spectra. Mass splittings within the antidecuplet obey an equal 
spacing rule when the strange quark mass is the only source of SU (3)f breaking. 
We compute these splittings within the framework of the MIT bag model [64, 65], 
using the original version for the sake of definiteness, including effects of single 
gluon exchange interactions between the constituents. (See also [108, 109]; these 
works show how the overall mass level of a multiquark or gluonic sta te  may be
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shifted, with only small changes in the predictions for ground state baryons and for 
spin-dependent splittings.) We also consider the possibility of dominant spin-isospin 
constituent interactions, which would be expected if nonstrange pseudoscalar meson 
exchange effects are im portant [69]. The predicted spectra differ significantly and 
yield distinguishable patterns of kinematically accessible decays.
In the bag model, the mass of a hadronic sta te  is given by
M  =  ^  { E  ^  +  B ^  (2.9)
where Q i /R  is the relativistic energy of the i th constituent in a bag of radius R,
n  = (x2 +  m 2R 2)1/2 , (2.10)
and x is a root of
- m R - a  • <2-n )
The param eter Z0 is a zero-point energy correction, and B  is the bag energy per unit 
volume. In the conventional bag model, Z 0 = 1.84 and B 1/4 =  0.145 GeV. The term  
a sCj represents the possible interactions among the constituents. We first take into 
account the color-spin interaction originating from single gluon exchange, so tha t
=  - <^ ( l , T Q , l / 2 \ ^ n ( m i,mj ) \ l - A,- <n • (Xj |1 ,T 0 ,1/2) (2.12)
i<j
where a s = 2.2 is the value of the strong coupling appropriate to  the bag model, 
and n(mi,  rrij) is a numerical coefficient tha t depends on the masses of the of the i th 
and j th quarks. For the case of two massless quarks, p(0,0) «  0.177; the analytic 
expression for arbitrary masses can be found in Ref. [65].
We take into account the effect of SU(3) breaking (i.e., the strange quark mass)
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in both fij and in the coefficients n(rrii,mj). To simplify the analysis, we break the 
sum in Eq. (2.12) into two parts, quark-quark and quark-antiquark terms, and adopt 
an averaged value for the param eter /j, in each, fiqq and /% . Using the wave function 
in Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5) we find th a t the relevant spin-flavor-color m atrix elements are 
given by
(1, TO, 1/2| ^  Aj ■ Aj cq ■ a,-11,10 ,1 /2 ) =  16/3
i<j¥=5
(1 ,1 0 ,1/2| V  Aj 0i • <Tj |1 ,10 ,1 /2 ) =  4 0 /3 ,  (2.13)
i<j= 5
where j  =  5 corresponds to  the antiquark. This evaluation was done by group theo­
retic techniques, as well as brute-force symbolic manipulation [110]. To understand
how we evaluate the coefficients fiqg and fiqq let us consider a nucleon-like state  in 
the antidecuplet, the p$. The probability of finding an ss pair in the p5 state is 2/3. 
In this case, 1/2 of the possible qq pairs will involve a strange quark. On the other 
hand, the probability th a t the ps will contain five non-strange constituents is 1/3. 
Thus, we take
/Vz(Ps) =  ^ ( / r ( 0 , 0 )  + p ( 0 ,m s))} +  i/x(0,0) . (2.14)
By similar reasoning,
/%(Ps) =  ^M(0,0) +  ^/i(0, m s) +  ^ p ( m s, m a) . (2.15)
We also use the averaged kinetic energy terms
^ [ 3 0 ( 0 )  +  2n (m a)] +  r^[5O (0)] . (2.16)
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The bag mass prediction is then obtained by numerically minimizing the mass for­
mula with respect to the bag radius R. Applying this procedure to the p5 and ©+ 
states, we find the antidecuplet mass splitting
AM To ~ 5 2 M e V . (2.17)
We use the observed 0 + mass, 1542 MeV, and the splitting AMjq to estim ate the 
masses of the p$, S 5, and S 5 states; we find 1594, 1646, and 1698 MeV, respectively. 
Decay predictions from SU(3) symmetry are summarized in Table 2.1. In getting 
the results presented in Table 2.1, we used the following formula for calculating the 
s-wave partial decay width T,
T H cs|2 * |p1*[S U (3 )f  C.G.] , (2.18)
where cs is an effective meson-baryon coupling constant, p is the center of mass 
momentum, and [SU(3)F C.G.] are the SU(3)F Clebsch-Gordan coefficients tha t 
can be w ritten as a product of SU(3) isoscalar factors and isospin Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients [111]. The proportionality coefficient as well as cs cancel out when 
calculating intram ultiplet relative decay strengths.
We adopt a simpler approach in evaluating the effect of spin-isospin constituent 
interactions,
A M si  =  - C X(1 ,I0 ,1 /2 | n  ' Ti I1-1 0 - !/2 ) ■ (2.19)
i<j
In this case the flavor generators r  are Pauli matrices, and the coefficient Cx =
25 — 30 MeV is determined from the N  — A mass splitting; we use 30 MeV [69].
The dimensionless m atrix element can be computed using Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5), and we
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find 10, 20/3, 25/9 and —5/3 for the 0 + , p$, £5 and the £ 5, respectively. The 
mass splitting due to the strange quark constituent mass can be estimated from our 
previous bag model calculation, by excluding the spin-color interactions, yielding 
A M s m 55 MeV. Again fixing the 0 + mass at 1542 MeV, we then find 1697, 1869, 
and 2058 MeV for the p$, £ 5 ,  and £ 5  mass, respectively. Decay results for this mass 
spectrum are also presented in Table 2.1. Note th a t a number of the decay modes
Decay__________________ \A /A 0\2_____________T/Tp (SC)_____________T / T 0 (SI)
0 +  pK °  1 0.99 0.99
p5 - > A K + 1/2 -  0.49
p5 ^ p p  1/2 0.50 0.68
p5 -> £+A'° 1/3 -  0.12
P5 ^ S 0A:+ 1/6 -  0.06
p$ —> w r+ 1/3 0.63 0.68
p5 ^ p n °  1/6 0.32 0.34
£5 -> E°K+  1/3 -  0.30
£5 —> £ +r7 1/2 -  0.62
£5 —> A7t+ 1/2 0.89 1.11
£5 —> pK °  1/3 0.45 0.63
£5 — > £ + 7t°  1/6 0.27 0.36
£5 —> £ ° 7 t+  1/6 0.27 0.36
£5 -*• £°vr+ 1 1.47 2.37
£+7?° 1 0.36 1.997+"5
TABLE 2.1: SU(3) decay predictions for the  highest isospin m em bers of the  antidecuplet.
A q and To are th e  am plitude and partia l decay w idth  for 0 + —> n K + , respectively; SC 
and  SI indicate antidecuplet m ass spec tra  assum ing dom inant spin-color or spin-isospin 
constituen t interactions.
tha t were kinematically forbidden before (see Table 2.1) are allowed if spin-isospin 
interactions dominate, due to the larger predicted splitting within the antidecuplet. 
(For a smaller choice of Cx «  25 MeV, the £77 modes are still inaccessible.)
The Skyrme model also has predictions [18] for the masses and decays of the 
antidecuplet. The mass splittings there were about 180 MeV between each level 
of the decuplet (with the 0 + still the lightest), considerably larger splittings than 
we find in a constituent quark model where the mass splittings come from strange
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quark masses and from color-spin interactions. Mass splittings using isospin-spin 
interactions were, on the other hand, more comparable to the Skyrme model results.
Decays of the antidecuplet into a ground state  octet baryon and an octet meson 
involve a decay m atrix element and phase space. Ratios of decay m atrix elements 
for pure antidecuplets, such as we show in Table I, are fixed by S U ( 3 ) f  symmetry. 
They are the same in any model, as may be confirmed by comparing Table I to 
results in [18]. We have neglected mixing; Ref. [18] does consider mixing but does 
not find large consequences for the decays. The differences between relative decay 
predictions are then due to  differences in phase space, and the differences are due to 
masses and due to parity. Negative parity states decaying to ground state  baryon 
and pseudoscalar meson have S-wave phase space, while positive parity states have 
P-wave phase space. Note also th a t S U ( 3 ) f  symmetry does not allow decays of 
antidecuplets into decuplet baryons plus octet mesons.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter we have shown how to construct the quark model wave functions 
for members of the pentaquark antidecuplet, the flavor multiplet th a t we argue is 
most likely to contain the strangeness one state  recently observed in a number of 
experiments [l]-[7], [21]. We present two decompositions of the 10 wave function 
tha t are useful for computing spin-flavor-color m atrix elements, and th a t reveal 
the hidden strangeness in each component state. In addition, we have presented 
the 0 + wave function in explicit form. We use these results to estim ate the effect 
of spin-color and spin-isospin interactions on the pentaquark mass spectrum. In 
the first case, we use the MIT bag as a representative constituent quark model to 
compute the equal spacing between antidecuplet states th a t differ by one unit of 
strangeness; we estimate a splitting of 52 MeV. The observed 0 + mass and SU(3)
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symmetry then allows us to  make decay predictions. Notably, if only color-spin 
interactions are present, decays of the p 5 and S 5 to final states in which both decay 
products have nonzero strangeness are kinematically forbidden. In addition, the S 5 
states are narrower than those in Ref. [18], so th a t experimental detection might be 
possible and dramatic. If instead, spin-isospin interactions dominate, all the decays 
in Table 2.1 become kinematically accessible.
The work summarized here sets the groundwork for further investigation. Of 
particular interest to us is the relation between bag model predictions for the ab­
solute pentaquark mass (rather than  the mass splittings considered here) and the 
mass of other multiquark exotic states. The conventional MIT bag predicts a ©+ 
mass th a t is too large relative to the experimental value (we find th a t a prediction 
of about 1700 MeV is typical); however, these numbers can be easily reconciled by 
allowing bag model param eters to float [108, 109]. An appropriate analysis requires 
a simultaneous fit to  pentaquark and low-lying non-exotic hadron masses, and con­
sideration of center-of-mass corrections. W hether such fits simultaneously allow for 
sufficiently heavy six-quark states, given a choice of constituent interactions, is an 
open question.
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Positive Parity Pentaquarks 
Pragmatically Predicted
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on understanding how a positive parity sta te  could 
emerge as the lightest pentaquark, in the context of a constituent quark model [37, 
40, 112]. We explore the consequences of the ensuing picture for other states in 
the pentaquark antidecuplet. Positive parity pentaquarks in a constituent quark 
model require a negative-parity spatial wave function, obtained by putting one quark 
in the lowest P-state of a suitable collective potential. One could entertain more 
complicated excited state scenarios also (e.g., [38]). Here we discuss a plausible 
mechanism th a t changes the level ordering so th a t a state with an excited wave 
function becomes the lightest one. In this approach, the positive parity of the state 
is a consequence of the quark-quark pairwise potential and the chosen symmetry 
structure of the flavor-spin wave function.
Insight comes from studies of three-quark baryons [69], where the level ordering
53
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of the first excited positive and negative parity states is reproduced correctly in an 
effective theory where the dominant pairwise interaction is flavor-spin dependent. 
One-gluon exchange gives only a color-spin dependent force. Flavor-spin dependent 
interactions can be pictured as arising from the interchange of quark-antiquark pairs 
with the quantum  numbers of pseudoscalar mesons. However, the effective theory 
viewpoint does not require th a t one commit to a specific model for the underlying 
physics. Skyrmion or instanton induced interactions could be described equally well 
by the effective field theory introduced below.
In the next section, we dem onstrate how effective flavor-spin interactions lead 
to  the correct q3 mass spectrum, and in particular rectify the level order of the Roper 
and negative parity resonances. We also discuss semiquantitatively the consequences 
of the flavor-spin interaction for the pentaquark system. Section 3.3 includes a more 
detailed numerical analysis, taking into account the breaking of SU(3) /,■ symmetry. 
We give predictions which are new in the effective theory context for the mass and 
decays widths of other members of the pentaquark antidecuplet, particularly the 
exotic cascade states S 5. In a constituent quark model with flavor independent 
spin-splittings, the difference between the S 5 and 0 + masses is just th a t obtaining 
from an additional strange quark, about 150 MeV [39, 38]. We find th a t the flavor 
symmetry breaking stretches out this mass gap considerably, pushing the mass 
to  about 1900 MeV. This is nonetheless much smaller than the mass gap predicted 
in the chiral soliton model in [18]. The predicted width of a 1900 MeV S 5 is still 
narrow, which suggests th a t the E5 should be distinguishable from background.
3.2 Framework
A key feature of the flavor-spin interaction is th a t it is most attractive for states 
tha t have the most symmetric flavor-spin wave functions. If the interaction has exact
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SU(3)f  flavor symmetry (which may not be the case and which we do not assume 
later), then the mass shift is given by
A M x =  - C x y t (AFcr)a • (XFa)g , (3.1)
a<f3
where the sum is over all qq and qq pairs (o, ,3), the <ja are Pauli spin matrices 
for quark or antiquark a, and AFa are flavor Gell-Mann matrices. Coefficient Cx 
is a positive number. Let us focus on states or components of states th a t contain 
quarks only. If the flavor-spin state  is symmetric overall, then one may write the 
wave function as a sum of term s in which a given pair of quarks is singled out and in 
which the individual spin and flavor wave functions of the given pair are either both 
symmetric or both antisymmetric. In either case, the expectation values of oa • ap 
and Xpa ■ XFp for th a t pair have the same sign and yield maximal attraction.
The most significant contribution to  Eq. (3.1) in a pentaquark state  comes from 
the sum over the qA component. Let us compare the situation of four quarks in S- 
states [S'4] to  one where one quark is in a P-state and three are in S-states [S3 P]. 
The color state of the q4 must be a 3, which for four quarks is a mixed symmetry 
state. If all quarks are in the same spatial state, then of necessity the flavor-spin 
state must also be of mixed symmetry. However, for the S 3P  combination, one 
can have a mixed-symmetry spatial state and a color-orbital sta te  th a t is totally 
antisymmetric. The flavor-spin wave function is then totally symmetric, and leads 
to the most attractive possible flavor-spin interaction. We will compute below the 
numerical lowering of the S 3P  binding energy relative to  the S'4, and show th a t it is 
dramatically large, more than  enough to balance the extra energy associated with 
the orbital excitation. This gives a semiquantitative understanding of the numerical 
results th a t we present in Section 3.3.
It is useful to recall how flavor-spin interactions work in the ordinary q3 baryon
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systems, both to  motivate our framework and to estimate numerical values for the 
param eters involved. The dram atic problem tha t is solved is the level ordering of 
the .¥*(1440), the positive parity S-state excitation of the nucleon also known as the 
Roper resonance, and the iV*(1535), the lightest spin-1/2 negative parity resonance, 
which we refer to  as the An.
In the Bag model and in linear or harmonic oscillator confining potentials, the 
first excited S-state lies above the lowest P-state, making the predicted Roper mass 
heavier than the lightest negative parity baryon mass. Pairwise spin-dependent 
interactions must reverse the level ordering. As mentioned earlier, color-spin in­
teractions fail in this regard [70], while flavor-spin interactions produce the desired 
effect. Since the q3 color wave function is antisymmetric, the flavor-spin-orbital wave 
function is totally symmetric. For all quarks in an S-state, the flavor-spin wave func­
tion is totally symmetric all by itself and leads to  the most attractive flavor-spin 
interaction. If one quark is in a P-state, the orbital wave function is mixed symme­
try  and so is the flavor-spin wave function, and the flavor-spin interaction is a less 
attractive . In the SU(3)j? symmetric case, Eq. (3.1), one obtains mass splittings
A M x =
- U C X A  (939), A*(1440)
- A C X A(1232) ■ (3.2)
- 2  Cx A*(1535)
Here we have approximated the ¥"*(1535) as a state with to tal quark spin-1/2.
The scenario is shown in Fig. 3.1. Relative to some base mass, one first has the 
2S-1S and IP —IS splittings for the Roper and the An. Then the flavor-spin pairwise 
interactions further split the spectrum  into its final form, placing the Roper below 
the mass of the negative parity baryon. We have worked with a small number of 
states to illustrate clearly how the mechanism works. More extensive evidence tha t
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FIG . 3.1: Schem atic view of th e  level reversal of the P -sta te  and excited S -state  for 
3-quark baryons.
flavor-spin splitting is significant in the baryon spectrum is found in [69], [113]-[121], 
Returning to  pentaquarks, the presence of a P-state now allows for a more 
rather than  a less symmetric q4 flavor-spin wave function. The net result is tha t 
pentaquarks with S 3P  four-quark components are lighter than the corresponding 
states with all quarks in the ground state. One can estimate the advantage of this 
configuration as follows. For the q4 part of the state, the mass splitting of Eq. (3.1) 
evaluates to,
AM X =  - C x |4 C 6(R) - 8 N -  - 2 F 2|  , (3.3)
where Ce(R)  is the quadratic Casimir of the S U ( 6 ) flavor-spin representation R, N  
is the number of quarks, and S 2 and F 2 are the spin and flavor quadratic Casimirs 
of the state. (We normalize generators so th a t Tr A aA b =  (1 /2 ) S a b - A  repre­
sentation R  can be specified by its Young diagram, and a useful expression for the 
quadratic Casimir of representations of SU (Q ) is found in [122],
C q { R )  = \  ( n q  -  Y  +  £  q  _  £  A  (3.4)
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where r.t is the number of boxes in the i th row of the Young diagram, e, is the number 
of boxes in the ith column, and N  is the to tal number of boxes.) For the present 
situation,
f  - % C X 5 4 
A M X = {  3 . (3.5)
I - 2 8 Cx S 3P
To make a ©+ , all four quarks are non-strange and the state  is isospin-0. Fermi 
symmetry requires the S 4 sta te  to be spin-1. The S 3P  state can be spin-0, and we 
take it so. Thus
56
M { S 3P) -  M ( S 4) = h w -  — Cx «  -3 1 0  MeV . (3.6)
o
For the numerical evaluation of Eq. (3.6), we have assumed the I T - 15' level splitting 
of a harmonic oscillator potential, with 2fko estimated from the nucleon-Roper mass 
difference; the coefficient Cx is fixed by the nucleon-A(1232) mass splitting. Adding 
the strange antiquark to the spin-0 S 3P  sta te  gives no further spin-dependent mass 
shift. Adding the s to the spin-1 S 4 sta te  does give a spin-dependent splitting 
can lower the mass, but not decisively. Thus, the pentaquark state with an S 3P  
four-quark state  is the lightest by a wide margin.
A key concern is the location of the other pentaquark states. Particularly 
interesting are the other exotic members of the pentaquark antidecuplet, namely 
the isospin-3/2 pentaquark £ 5, or cascade, states. To more accurately predict the 
masses and widths of these strangeness —2 states, or of other states of varying 
flavor, we should consider the effects of flavor symmetry breaking in the flavor- 
spin interaction. Certainly one knows th a t isolated quark-antiquark pairs bind into 
states with flavor-dependent masses. W ith flavor symmetry breaking we write the
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isospin-conserving, spin-dependent interaction as
7
A M  =  - C s i  J > a ) Q • ( t c t ) p  -  C 47 Y ,  ' ( A V ^  ~  C8 E ( A V ) «  • ( A V ^  •
a < 0  a</3,i=4 a<(3
(3.7)
The T%a are the isospin matrices for quark a, the same as for i =  1,2,3. We 
find the coefficients by studying the mass splitting in the three-quark sector, as is 
reported in the next section. M atrix elements of Eq. (3.7) in the pentaquark states 
(summing over all 5 constituents) are also presented, so th a t the splittings within 
the pentaquark antidecuplet are easily obtained.
3.3 Fits and Predictions
3.3.1 F its
In the previous section, the significance of the flavor-spin interactions in estab­
lishing the correct level ordering for the Roper and N*(1535) resonances was pointed 
out. Here we will focus on the effects of flavor-spin interactions in the case where 
SU (3) p is broken both by the strange quark mass and by the flavor-spin interactions 
when Csi,  C47, and C'g in Eq. (3.7) are unequal. We consider three quark systems 
first to determine the relevant parameters.
We obtain the values for coefficients in Eq. (3.7) by fitting the mass spectrum 
of the low-lying octet and decuplet baryons. For a specific q3 state the mass M  is 
given by
M  = M q  ^ +  X\Cgi  +  X2C47 +  X3Cg +  u6.A?ti5 , (3-8)
where M q is a base mass, x  1, .2:2, and x :i are m atrix elements of the operators in 
Eq. (3.7), n s is the number of strange quarks, and A m s is the mass increase due to 
the presence of a strange quark.
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State X\ x 2 x 3 n s
N -1 5 0 1 0
A - 3 0 - 1 0
A - 9 - 6 1 1
E - 1 -1 0 - 3 1
E* - 1 - 4 1 1
0 -1 0 - 4 2
0 - 4 0 2
Q 0 0 - 4 3
TABLE 3.1: Numerical coefficients for Eq. (3.8).
/ Q ' j
We fit Mq , A m s, Csi,  C47 and C\  to  the well-known masses of the baryons 
fisted in Table 3.2. The experimental masses given are isospin averages. The results 
are:
M,S3) =  1340.5 ±  5.3 MeV, A m s =  136.3 ±  2.5 MeV 
Csi = 28.2 ± 0 .5  MeV, C 4 7  =  20.7 ±  0.5 MeV, C8 = 19.7 ±  1.2 M eV(3.9)
An error of 5 MeV is assumed for each of the baryon masses, to take into account 
theoretical uncertainties. Thus, moving any of the parameters to the edge of the 
quoted error limits changes the predicted baryon masses by about 5 MeV. W ith 
these parameters, and the Roper fixed at 1440 MeV, the Sn mass is predicted to be 
1526 MeV.
3.3.2 Predictions
Applying the same approach to the pentaquark antidecuplet, we obtain a mass 
M  for each state given by:
M  — Mq  ^ +  X\Csi  ±  X2C47 +  x 3C8 +  n eJ ^ / \ m s . (3.10)
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State Experimental Mass (MeV) Predicted Mass (MeV)
N 939 937
A 1232 1236
A 1116 1119
E 1193 1183
E* 1385 1386
1318 1327
1533 1530
n 1672 1670
TABLE 3.2: F it to  the  low-lying octe t and  decuplet baryon masses, using the  predictions 
given by Eq. (3.7) and Table 3.1. 5 MeV error is assum ed for each of th e  baryon masses, 
to  take in to  account theoretical uncertainties.
Mq5) is the base mass for 5-quark bound states and should be different from Mq3) 
found earlier. The values for model param eters given in Eq. (3.8) can change in 
going from q3 system to  q4q system. We anticipate tha t the largest change in 
the model param eters will occur in Mo, while we expect the other param eters to 
have a less marked dependence on the number of quarks. Therefore we proceed by 
eliminating from the mass formula by the use of the experimentally measured 
mass of the 0 + , M©=1542 MeV [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The number n eJ f , is the expectation 
value of the number of strange quarks plus strange antiquarks in each state, taking 
due account of hidden strangeness components, which were shown to be significant 
in [39]. The necessary m atrix elements may be evaluated using the pentaquark 
maximally symmetric flavor-spin wave function, which can be w ritten as1
I (10, 1/2)) =  1(3,0 )(3 ,0 ))8iO +  -J= 1(6,1)(6, l ) ) a>0 , (3.11)
^ h e  four-quark p a r t of th is s ta te  is to ta lly  antisym m etric, as it should be. A diquark-diquark 
sta te , such as in [38], has an tisym m etry  w ithin each diquark, b u t antisym m etry  when exchanging 
quarks between different diquarks is not enforced. This can be viewed as an approxim ation th a t 
is valid if the  diquarks are m uch sm aller th a n  the  overall sta te . In a  absence of a m echanism  th a t 
compresses the  diquarks, a diquark-diquark  s ta te  violates Ferm i-Dirac statistics.
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where the pair of numbers in parentheses refer to the flavor and spin. On the right 
hand side, the first (second) pair of numbers refers to the first (second) pair of 
quarks, and the quantum  numbers of the antiquark (3 ,1 /2 ) are the same in each 
term  and have been suppressed. The numerical values of the m atrix elements in 
Eq. (3.10) are given in Table 3.3.
State X \ X2 xz r f / f
0 -3 0 0 2 1
n 5 -2 0 - 8 0 -3
e 5 313
44
3 —3 -^ 3
■—'5 - 1 -2 0 - 7  2
TABLE 3.3: Numerical coefficients for Eq. (3.10).
Using the wave function given by Eq. (3.11), and the mass formula expressed in 
Eq. (3.10), we find the following masses for the members of the baryon antidecuplet: 
M ( N b) =  1665 MeV, M (E 5) =  1786 MeV and M (S 5) =  1906 MeV. To complete 
our predictions, we use the predicted mass spectrum  and SU(3)^ symmetry for the 
decay m atrix elements to  estim ate widths of the decay modes of the highest isospin 
members of the antidecuplet. Table 3.4 lists our predictions.
It should be stressed tha t we view the mass and decay predictions of the S 5 
states to be most reliable due to the absence of substantial mass mixing with nearby 
states. While we provide predictions for the N 5 and E 5 for the sake of completeness, 
these may be subject to  large corrections due to mixing with octet pentaquarks. 
W hether such effects could be reliably evaluated is an interesting question, which is 
beyond the scope of the present work.
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Decay |^ M o |2 r / r 0 Decay l-4/A)|2 T / r 0
Q + ^ pK°  1 0.97 E + ^ E + ry  1/2 0.13
1/2 0.15 Eg" —> A7r+ 1/2 2.63
1/2 1.10 E t ^ p K °  1/3 1.86
1/3 -  E + ^ E + tt0 1/6 0.63
1/6 -  E + ^ E ° 7 r+  1/6 0.61
1/3 2.48 £ + ^ S ° 7 t+ 1 3.23
1/6 1.25 Eg E+A'0 1 2.22
1 / 3 ___________ -  _______________
P5 -►A K +
P5 -*• pi7
Pa -*• E +K°
P5 -► TPK+
P5 -►mr+
P5 P7T°
E + —
TA BLE 3.4: SU(3) decay predictions for th e  highest isospin m em bers of the  positive 
parity  antidecuplet. Ao and To are the  am plitude and partia l decay w idth  for 0 + —> 
n K + , respectively. P en taquark  m asses are 1542, 1665, 1786, and 1906 MeV, for the  0 + ,
P 5 , £ 5  and  S 5 , respectively.
3.4 Summary
We have considered the possibility tha t the lightest strangeness one pentaquark 
state is positive parity, with one unit of orbital angular momentum. In this case, 
it is possible to construct states with totally symmetric spin-flavor wave functions. 
Spin-flavor exchange interactions, if dominant, render these states lighter than  any 
pentaquark with all its constituents in the ground states. We assume such spin-flavor 
exchange interactions in an effective theory, including flavor SU(3) breaking effects in 
operator coefficients and in the quark masses. The general form of these multi-quark 
interactions is consistent with a number of possible models of the underlying dy­
namics, including pseudoscalar meson exchange, skyrmions, and instanton-induced 
effects. In our approach, however, we need not commit ourselves to any specific 
dynamical picture. We believe tha t the theoretical uncertainty in using such a 
streamlined (yet pragmatic) approach is no greater than the spread in predictions 
between different specific models. Use of effective spin-flavor exchange interactions 
is well motivated given its success in explaining the lightness of the Roper reso­
nance relative to the negative parity N(1535), as we dem onstrated in Section 3.2.
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Simple quark models w ithout dominant spin-flavor exchange interactions simply get 
the ordering of these states wrong. Fitting our operator coefficients, a mean multi- 
plet mass, and a strangeness mass contribution to the masses of the ground state 
octet and decuplet baryons, we then predict mass splittings in the parity even pen­
taquark antidecuplet. In particular, our approach allows us to predict the mass of 
the strangeness —2 cascade states at 1906 MeV, with a full width approximately 
2.8 times larger than  th a t of the ©+. The cascade states do not mix with any 
other pentaquarks of comparable mass, which makes these prediction particularly 
robust. Discovery of cascade pentaquarks around 1906 MeV would therefore provide 
an independent test of the im portance of spin-flavor exchange interactions in the 
breaking of the approximate SU(6) symmetry of the low-lying hadron spectrum.
Recently the NA49 Collaboration has reported [21] evidence for the existence 
of an exotic S baryon with a quark content of (dsdsu), and with a mass of 
about 1862 MeV in the S _7r_ invariant mass spectrum  in proton-proton collisions 
at y =  17.2 GeV. As a first step in their analysis they searched for A candidates, 
which were then combined with the 7r~ to form the EC candidates. Then the Eg “ 
were searched for in the E_7r_ invariant mass spectrum.
JLab a t Hall B has suggested [123] searching for the two manifestly exotic 
cascades using the processes p(7 , K +K +7r+)Sg “ and p(q', K + K +ir~ir~)E£.
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CHAPTER 4
A Naturally Narrow Positive 
Parity 0+
4.1 Introduction
The recent discovery of pentaquark states [l]-[7], [21] has stim ulated a signifi­
cant body of theoretical and experimental research. Pentaquarks are baryons whose 
minimal Fock components consist of four quarks and an antiquark. The first ob­
served pentaquark was the 0 + (154O) with strangeness S  =  +1, and with quark 
content ududs.  More recently, the NA49 Collaboration [21] has reported a narrow 
H5_ (1860) baryon with S  =  — 2 and quark content dsdsu, together with evidence 
for its isoquartet partner 5° at the same mass.
The existence of the 0 + , as well as its flavor quantum  numbers, seems to be 
well established (for a different view, see Ref. [124]). If the ©+ were a member 
of an isovector or isotensor multiplet, then one would expect to observe its doubly 
charged partner experimentally. The SAPHIR Collaboration [5] searched for a ©++ 
in 7p —» Q++K ~  —> p K +K~,  with negative results. They concluded th a t the ©+
65
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is an isosinglet and hence a member of a pentaquark antidecuplet. All but one 
theoretical paper [56] trea t the 0 + as an isosinglet.
The spin and parity quantum  numbers of the ©+ have yet to be determined 
experimentally. The spin of ©+ is taken to  be 1/2 by all theory papers to our 
knowledge and various estimates show th a t spin-3/2 pentaquarks must be heav­
ier [41, 43, 44, 125, 126]. A more controversial point among theorists is the parity 
of the state. For example, QCD sum rule calculations [34, 60], quenched lattice 
QCD [59, 127], and a minimal constituent quark treatm ent presented in Chapter 
2 [39], predict th a t the lightest ©+ is a negative parity isosinglet. All chiral soli- 
ton papers [18, 19], some correlated quark models [33, 38], and some works within 
the constituent quark model [37, 40, 128, 112] including our studies presented in 
C hapter 3 [71], predict the lightest ©+ pentaquark as a positive parity isosinglet.
Studies of photoproduction and the pion-induced production cross sections of 
the ©+ presented in [51, 62, 63] imply tha t the production cross sections for a 
negative parity ©+ are much smaller than  those for the positive parity state (for a 
given 0 + width). Specifically, results for the ©+ production cross section in photon- 
proton reactions presented in these papers are compared with estimates of the cross 
section based on data  obtained by the SAPHIR Collaboration [5], and odd-parity 
pentaquark states are argued to  be disfavored.
Here, we present new results following from a consistent treatm ent of the color- 
flavor-spin-orbital wave function for a positive parity 0 +. In the previous chapter 
(inspired by [37, 128]), we showed [71] th a t dominant flavor-spin interactions render 
the positive parity 0 + lighter than its negative parity counterpart. Here we will 
present decompositions of the quark model wave function of the ©+, explicitly in­
cluding the orbital part. We will see th a t the narrowness of the ©+ follows naturally 
from the group theoretic structure of the state.
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4.2 Properly antisym m etrized 0 +  wave function
If flavor-spin interactions dominate [69], the lightest positive parity 0 + will have 
a flavor-spin (FS) wave function th a t is totally symmetric [128, 37, 40, 71]. Fermi-
antisymmetric. We present two decompositions of the wave function, one in terms 
of quark pairs and the antiquark, and another in terms of the quantum  numbers of 
q3 and qq subsystems.
In the first decomposition, the overall q4 flavor state must be a 6 . This is the
an antidecuplet. This further implies th a t the overall q4 spin is 0, since the only 
possible fully symmetric q4 (F , S ) wave functions are (6 , 0) or (15m, 1)- A flavor 6 
can be obtained if both quarks pairs are in either a 6 or 3, while a spin-0 state  can 
be obtained if both are either spin-0 or 1. Since we want a fully symmetric FS wave 
function, we must combine these possibilities as follows:
The parentheses on the right hand side delimit the flavor and spin quantum  numbers 
of the first and second pair of quarks, each of which is combined into an overall (6 , 0). 
For the ©+ , the q4 states on the right-hand-side are:
Dirac statistics dictates th a t the color-orbital (CO) wave function must be fully
only representation th a t one can combine with a flavor 3 (the antiquark) to form
l-^ -Sr) (a,o) =  « 1(3,0 )(3 ,0 ))(e>0) -I- 6 1(6,1)(6,1)>(S>0) • (4.1)
1(3,0 )(3 ,0 ))(g 0) =
^ ( u d -  d u ) (u d -  du) <g> (U  -  |T)(TI -  IT)
(2 uudd +  2 dduu
| (6 , 1) ( 6 , 1)) (4.2)
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= X — OR — X
c 3 3 3
A
FIG . 4.1: All possible sta tes th a t  can be appropriately  com bined to  yield a to ta lly  an ti­
sym m etric CO s ta te
Total symmetry of the wave function demands a — b. To properly normalize the 
state, we choose a = b = 1/ \[2.
The next step is to  construct the totally antisymmetric CO wave function. The 
q4 color state must be a 3, which is a mixed symmetry state, whose Young tableaux 
is shown in Fig. 4.1. The orbital state, containing three S-states and one P -state , 
must have a perm utation symmetry given by the conjugate tableaux in order to 
obtain overall antisymmetry. Hence the structure of our wave functions implies tha t 
the strange antiquark is not orbitally excited; simple estimates suggest tha t a state 
with the s excited would be considerably heavier [71]. The possible color and orbital 
representations for two pairs of quarks are shown in Fig. 4.1.
From Fig. 4.1, a totally antisymmetric CO wave function must have the form:
|CO) = a' |(3, S)(3, S))
+  &'{|(6,A)(3,S)) +  |(3,S)(6,A))} . (4.3)
The coefficients a' and b' are fixed by the constraint th a t the wave function must be 
antisymmetric under interchange of the first and third quarks. W hen the qA color 
state is red, the explicit expressions for the wave functions on the right-hand-side
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are:
|(3, S)(3, S)) =  - ^ = { ( R G - G R ) ( B R -  RB )
\/8
- ( B R -  R B ) ( R G  - G R ) }
® UsS{SP + PS) -  (SP +  PS)SS} ,
Li
1(6, A)(3,S)) =  ^ { ( 2 R R ( G B  -  BG)
+ (RG  + G R  ){B R  -  R B )  + ( R B  + B R ) (R G  -  G R )}
® ~^(SP -  PS)SS . (4 .4)
V 2
The wave function is properly normalized with the choice a1 =  b' — l / \ /3 .  In our 
construction, the to tal spin of the qAq can only be 1/ 2. Appropriate Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients may be chosen to  combine the orbital angular momentum of the excited 
q so th a t the to tal 0 + spin is 1/2. We leave this implicit.
For the second decomposition, we note th a t the q3 and qq flavor wave functions 
must both be 8 ’s if one is to form a flavor 10. Since the qA FS wave function is
fully symmetric, the q3 FS wave function must be fully symmetric also. The mixed
symmetry of the q3 flavor wave function implies tha t the q3 spin wave function must 
have mixed symmetry also and hence is spin-1/2. Total symmetrization of the q3 
FS wave function is obtained as follows:
1(8, m 3  =  4  |(8 s ,l /2 s ) )  +  l(8u ,l/2u )}  , (4.5)
y/2
where symmetry of the first two quarks. The qq spin can be 0 or 1. The fully 
symmetric FS wave function is of the form
1 ^ )  (To, i /2) =  a" 1(8,1/2) (8 ,0))(yojl/2)
+  b" |( 8 ,1/2)(8, l ) ) (To,1/2) , (4-6)
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where the coefficients a" and b" are fixed by requiring tha t the wave function is 
symmetric under the interchange of the first and fourth quarks. For the 0 + , the 
part of the states on the right-hand-side th a t have ^-component spin projection 1/2 
are:
1
71
i
1(8,1/2) (8, 0))(Tq1/2) =
\ (ud -  du)(ud -  du)s <g> (TT -  IT)  T (TT ~  IT)
H-----(2 uudd  +  2 dduu — udud
12
TTI -  TIT
uddu — duud — dudu)s
TTTXTT -  IT) (4.7)
and
|(8, l/2)(8,1))(10 ,1/ 2)
1
71 -(ud — du)(ud — du)s
{ 7 = ( T | - T T ) ! T T  -  J L ( T | - | T ) T ( T !  +  1T)}
vT2
\/l2 (2 uudd  +  2 dduu — udud — uddu — duud
-dudu)s <gi | ^ (  T i l  +  T T I - 2  TIT) TT 
- | ( 2  TTI -  TIT -  TTTXTT +  I T ) } (4.8)
These are sufficient to show a" =  —1/2 and b” =  — \/3 /2 , using a sign convention 
consistent with our previous decomposition.
The CO wave function includes two possibilities. Either the orbital wave func­
tion is totally symmetric, \CO)\,  or it has mixed symmetry, |C O )2, and the full 
wave function is
| CO) = I CO),  + I C O )2 . (4.9)
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|CO)! =  ® (4.10)
{ a ' ( S S S P S )  + b'"- j={SSP + S P S  + PSS)Ss} ,
where we note th a t the P -sta te  quark can be in either the q3 or the qq part, and 
tha t the color wave function for the q3 part is totally antisymmetric. The second 
possibility is th a t the q3 orbital wave function has mixed symmetry and includes the 
P -sta te  quark. The mixed symmetry orbital wave function may be either symmetric 
(M s) or antisymmetric (M a) under interchange of the first two quarks. These states 
combine with color 8 § or 8a states as [(Ms, 8a) — (M a, 8 s ) ] / \ /2 ,  to have a fully 
antisymmetric q3 CO wave function. In this case the qq must be a color octet and 
its orbital part is symmetric. Thus,
c'"
IC O ). =  ^ -J= (S P - P S ) S S S
^ { ( C ^ P  +  PC *)(C P  -  BG)  
+ ( C ^  + G C ^ B R -  RB)
+ (C lB  + B C l){RG  -  G P )|C , 
+  { ^ ( ^ P  +  P S ) S S S  -  -y / |5 P P P P }  
0  ^ { 2  { G B - B G ) C lR
+ 2(P P  -  R B ) C iG + 2(PG -  G R )C iB  
+  ^ fce, /mefcr.sC ;CmCrCs} a j . (4.11)
The above wave function is antisymmetric by construction under the interchange of 
the first three quarks. The coefficients a'", b'", and c!" are found to  be 1/2, — 1 /\ / l 2 , 
and y / 2/3, respectively, by antisymmetrizing on the first and fourth quarks.
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4.3 Narrow W idth
A narrow 0 + width can be understood if the overlap of the color-flavor-spin- 
orbital wave function with an N K  final sta te  is numerically small. The relevant 
piece of the FS wave function is |(8, l /2 ) ( 8 ,0)), which has coefficient a" =  —1/2. 
The relevant piece of the CO wave function has both the q3 and qq in their relative 
ground states and has each of them  separately color singlet. Furthermore, the terms 
of interest in the orbital wave function are totally symmetric in their q3 and qq parts 
separately. These terms may be read from,
a
V2
1
(S S S ) { / j f r s  +  S P )  + ^ ( P S -  S P )1
+  b '" -j=(SSP + S P S  + P S S ) S S  . (4.12)
The totally symmetric orbital wave functions with a P -sta te  included correspond 
to  a ground state baryon or meson with center-of-mass motion. From the previous 
section we know a"' =  1/2 and V" =  — l / \ / l 2 .  Hence the to tal probability of the 
©+ overlap with N K  is:
c+ =  (a V 'V x /2 )2 +  ( a V f  =  A  , (4,13)
which implicitly includes a sum over z-component spin projections. This is inter­
estingly small. The 0 + width for a positive (IT ) or negative (T ) parity state 
is
r ±  =  c± g2±
M
167T
X
(m + n )2 (m — fi)u
(1 ip — )2 — —
K ^  M J M 2
M 2 M 2
2
1 / 2
(4.14)
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where M , m  and g  are the masses of the 0 + , the final state baryon and the meson, 
respectively, c± is the dimensionless spin-flavor-color-orbital overlap factor (c+ =  
5/96, or c._ =  1/4 from Ref. [39]), and g± is an effective meson-baryon coupling 
constant, £ ef f ( f u l l  overlap) =  g _ N K ^ Q + or ig+N ' j5K^Q+. Applying the rules of 
naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [66], one estimates th a t g± ~  47r, up to order one 
factors. One then finds
r + ~  4.4 MeV while T_ ~  1.1 GeV. (4-15)
In the effective theory approach, effects associated with long-distance dynamics are 
subsumed in the values of the couplings g±. For example, an explicit com putation 
of quark wave function overlaps in baryons with both S- and P-wave constituents 
could lead to a smaller estimate for g+. However, the precise outcome is strongly 
model dependent and we do not pursue this issue further. Our result implies th a t a 
positive parity ©+ is narrow, independent of these uncertainties.
It has been noted [40] th a t the correlated diquark state advocated in Ref. [38] 
has a small overlap with the N K  state, even if one just considers the color-flavor- 
spin wave function. However, the q4 part of the correlated diquark state presented 
in [38] is not perfectly antisymmetric. The state is a good approximation to a 
Fermi-Dirac allowed state only to the extent th a t the diquarks are significantly 
more compact than the overall state. The significant likelihood tha t the diquarks 
are comparable in size to the entire pentaquark is reason for concentrating on a 
consistent, antisymmetrized wave function. (We can nonetheless report for the 
correlated diquark model th a t inclusion of the orbital wave function reduces the 0 + 
overlap with N K  from the Jennings-M altman [40] color-flavor-spin result of 1/24 to 
a remarkably small 5/576.)
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4.4 Conclusions
We have presented an explicit framework in which the width of a positive parity 
0 + is narrow. We find th a t the spin-flavor-color-orbital overlap probability for de­
cays to kinematically allowed final states is 5/96. By comparison, the same overlap 
probability for the negative parity case is 1/4, as was shown in Ref. [39], W ithout 
any incalculable dynamical suppression (that could render g_ substantially less than 
g+ above), one may infer th a t a negative parity pentaquark state, if it exists, is sig­
nificantly broader than its positive parity cousin. Aside from its N K  component, the 
even parity 0 + wave function overlaps with other color-singlet-color-singlet baryon- 
meson states th a t are together heavier than  the @+, and with color-octet-color-octet 
baryon-meson states. Hence, even though the decay proceeds via a fall-apart mode, 
the amplitude to kinematically allowed baryon-meson states is small.
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CHAPTER 5 
Evaluating matrix elements 
relevant to some Lorenz violating 
operators
5.1 Introduction
In the recent literature, there have been considered a number of ways to modify 
the structure of space-time which can have experimental consequences. In one of 
the most popular scenarios, space-time is considered to become noncommutative at 
short distance scales, with space-time coordinates satisfying a commutation relation 
of the following form [79, 77, 103], [129]-[132]
[xtt, x v] = i 0 ia', (5.1)
where x ,L is a position four-vector promoted to an operator, and 9fl1' is a set of c- 
numbers antisymmetric in their indexes. The most striking effects of space-time non 
com mutativity of the form (5.1) are the Lorentz violating effects appearing in field
75
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theories, which is a consequence of 9(h and eV}k9V] defining preferred directions in a 
given Lorentz frame.
Jurco, Moller, Schraml, Schupp and Wess [103] have shown how to construct 
non-Abelian gauge theories in noncommutative spaces from a consistency relation. 
Using the same approach Carlson, Carone and Lebed [77] have derived the Feynman 
rules for consistent formulation of noncommutative QCD and they have computed 
the most dangerous, Lorentz-violating operator th a t is generated through radiative 
corrections. They have found th a t a t the lowest order in perturbation theory, the 
formulation of noncommutative QCD th a t they have presented leads to Lorentz 
violating operators such as [132]
9,u'qalwq. 9pvqopJf)q and 9p,y D pqal/pD pq. (5.2)
In [77] the phenomenological implications of the first of these operators were
studied in detail. Noting th a t contributions from the space-space part of 9,LU make
. .
apl,9,w act like a a - B  interaction with B  directly related to 9lJ, a limit was placed on 
the scale of non commutativity. One used the result of tests of Lorentz invariance in 
clock comparison experiments [87], which suggest th a t external &• B  like interactions
are bounded at the 10_7Hz level or few x 10-31 GeV. Carlson et al. [77] concluded
tha t
9A2 < 10“ 29, (5.3)
where 9 is a typical scale for elements of the m atrix 9,w.
However, the effective Lorentz violating operator was obtained from a one loop 
correction to the quark propagator, and the operator proportional to o~lw9'll/ also 
contained a factor (ft — m).  W ith B  constant, the evaluation of a ■ B  factors out 
from the evaluation of (ft — m),  and our discussion is focused on the later.
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In [77] an ad hoc estimate was used for the m atrix element of the operator 
{/j) — m),  where m  is the current quark mass, in getting limit in equation (5.3). 
The m atrix element — m)  was estimated to be about M ^ / 3  ~  300 MeV, where 
M N is the nucleon mass. However, it has been argued tha t the expectation value of 
($ — m)  could be much less than  this naive estim ate [99] 1.
The aim of this paper is to  calculate the m atrix element of the operator ( ^ —m),  
using variety of confinement potential models, so to  evaluate the quality of the 
estimate made in [77].
The sample of potentials included four different confining potentials, two of 
them  purely Lorentz scalar and two of them  equal mixture of scalar and vector. 
The first scalar potential is a Bag-like potential
Vo, if r >  .R;
(5.4)
0, otherwise.
V(r)  = <
We also consider the one dimensional case for the nicety of the analytical result,
Vo, if z <  - §  or z >  §;
V(z)  = (5.5) 
0, otherwise.
The Vo —»• oo limit gives, of course, the MIT Bag model [64, 133] if one does not 
consider the Bag energy. We will consider models of vector+scalar confinement 
next, using in one case a linear spatial potential and on the other case a harmonic 
one,
V(r)  = ^(1 +  7°) (Vo +  Ar), (5.6)
We th an k  M. Pospelov for discussion on th is point.
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FIG. 5.1: 3-D Scalar Central Confinement
or
y ( r ) =  I ( l + 7 °)C r2. (5.7)
Finally we shall consider a purely scalar harmonic potential,
V(r)  = C r 2. (5.8)
In the following sections it will be assumed th a t the current quark mass of 5 —10 
MeV can be neglected compared to the quark eigenenergy of several hundred MeV.
5.2 Scalar Square-Well potential
For any given potential V,  from the Dirac equation we have tha t
(jt — m)ip =  Vip, (5.9)
therefore
(ff — m) = (V ). (5.10)
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In the three dimensional case, for the central potential V(r)  presented in (5.4), the 
solutions of the Dirac equation for the ground state, with m  = 0, in two regions
I. r < R, and II. r > R  (Fig. 5.1) have the following form
M r )  = N i J i n l L ) ) x t ' K (511)
(  h o \ i k 0r) \
* " (r) =  M ^ . r ^ W ) ) *  ' <5-12)
where k0 =  \A q2 — E 2, and jo, j i  are the spherical Bessel functions, and h ^ \ h ^  
are the spherical Hankel functions of the first kind. The ground state energy can be 
found from the energy eigenvalue equation
j i ( E R )  =  jo (ER)
1 + koR 
(V0 +  E ) R
(5.13)
while for Vo —> oo the eigenvalue equation is j i ( E R )  = j 0(ER),  as is familiar from 
the MIT Bag model [64, 133].
However, we know there are long range forces between baryons. If one wants to 
accommodate long range forces in this type of model, then one has to allow quarks 
to penetrate the walls of the potential well with some finite probability. Therefore 
the height of the potential, Vo, should be finite. A reasonable choice for Vo and 
R  can be obtained by fitting the model param eters to  obtain reasonable values, 
for example, for the mean square of charge radius of the nucleon (r2) and for the 
axial vector coupling constant gA• We get a good fit by choosing R =  1.12 fm and 
Vo =  3 GeV for which we find (r2) =  0.64 fm2 and gA =  1.15, as compared to 
experimental values of 0.76 fm2 and 1.27 respectively [134]. Solving (5.13) for this 
choice of param eters for the ground state energy of a quark we find E  = 348 MeV.
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V A
Vo
- a / 2
FIG. 5.2: One Dimensional Scalar Square Well Confinement 
Using solutions given in (5.11) and (5.12), we find
( /  — m) =  21 MeV. (5-14)
Exploration of the integrals appearing in (V(r)),  shows tha t ('/> — m)  —> 0 as 1/Vo,
when Vo —>■ oo.
It may be of some pedagogic value to give the equivalent result for the ID 
case (Fig. 5.2). The wave function for \z\ < a/2  is just the free solution of the Dirac 
equation, and the solutions for \z\ >  a/2 are obtained from the free solution by the 
substitution E  ^  E  — Vq. We obtain
POO _ >
( /  — m) =  2Vo / ijj'ipdz = ---------  . (5.15)
J |  1 +  a-/Vq -  E 2
One can note immediately tha t when the height of the potential Vo —> oo then 
( / — m) —* 0, unless a —> 0. For the choice of param eters made above, we obtain
( /  — m)  =  14 MeV, (5.16)
where for the ground state energy E we have used a value of 260 MeV, from the
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energy eigenvalue equation.
5.3 Scalar +  Vector Linear Confinement
Let us consider now the confinement problem of a spin 1 /2  particle in a confining 
potential of the form
v (r ) = \ i l +7°)(Vo +  Ar). (5.17)
This linear potential model for quark confinement was used in [135] to calculate 
several properties of low-lying baryons. In [135] the authors assumed nonzero quark 
masses. The straightforward modification of the wave functions for the case of 
vanishing current quark masses yields the following solution for the lowest energy 
eigenstate of the Dirac equation for the potential (5.17),
»<r > =  V p / b V j K  ■ (518)
* W  =  J  i x A i a ( a l ) 7 M ( K r  + ai))' ( 5 ' 1 9 )
where K  = ( A T ) 1/ 3. The energy eigenvalue E  and the normalization constant N  
are given in (5.20)
*  =  (520)
In [135] an analytic expression was obtained for the mean square charge radii of 
the baryons and in [136] Ferreira obtained an analytic expression for the magnetic 
moment of the proton. We modified those expressions for the zero current quark 
mass case and used them together with the energy eigenvalue equation (5.20) to fit 
our model param eters Vo and A. We choose Vq — —626 MeV and A =  0.98 GeV/fm
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to  fit ( r2) exactly and give the closest to the data  value of //p, obtaining
E  = 420MeV, (r2) =  0.76 fm2 and fip = 2.44 n.m. (5-21)
For the above mentioned values of the model param eters we find tha t
( j - m )  = 27 MeV. (5.22)
5.4 Scalar +  Vector Harmonic Confinement
Consider now potential of the form
V(r)  = ^(1 +  7°)C r2. (5.23)
The solution of Dirac equation with this potential is given in [137]. They write the 
lowest energy state Dirac spinor as
* (r )  =  - i - (  ^  V * > ,  (5.24)V47T ' r g { r ) / r )
where is a Pauli spinor, with the normalization f  'ip^cPr = / 0° ° ( /2 +  g2)dr = 1.
Then the upper and lower components of the solution are
, ( r )  =  - * f c ) W  (5.25)
N  = ^ 8 /(3 ro V ^ ), r*E% = 3, C = ^£703,
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